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A SET-THEORETICAL APPROACH TO EMPIRICAL

MEANINGFULNESS OF MEASUREMENT STATEMENTS

By

Richard E. Robinson

CHMTER I

HISTORICAL SURVEY AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. Historical Survey of the Theory of Measurement.

In the first two books of Newton's Philosophiae Naturalis Principia

Mathematica there are many assertions of quantitative relationship; and

yet, units of measurement are referred to in these books only when citing

a few examples. The remainder of the material is discussed in terms of

proportions. Thus, as a typical example, we have: "If a spherical body

is 3 times greater than the spherical body B, and has a velocity

; 2, and B follows in the same direction with a velocity; 10, then

the

motion of A: motion of B ; 6 100 11

The measurements involved in this expression are of mass and velocity.

What if someone says that the temperature today is three times greater

than the temperature yesterday? It strikes us as peculiar. It seems

that we can meaningfully speak of the mass of object A being three

times greater than the mass of object B, but we cannot meaningfully

speak of the temperature of A being three times greater than the

Corollary III, page 17 in the Cajori edition, Berkeley:
of California Press, 1934; translation by Andrew Motte,
by Florian Cajori.
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temperature of B. The main problem of this work is that of character~

izing precisely what is meant by this expression "we can meaningfully

speak" in reference to measurement statements which do not specify units.

This kind of "meaningfulness" has recently been called "empirical

meaningfulness" and we shall adhere to this usage.·5/ We shall discuss

two alternative approaches to the problem of explicating "empirical

meaningfulness" -- a semantical one and a set-theoretical one, and argue

in favor of the latter approach.

The importance of the notion of empirical meaningfulness can be

illustrated by an example from thermodynamics. The Stefan-Boltzmann

law is usually expressed by the formula:

4-W ; eaT

accompanied by the statement "in which W is the rate of emission of

radiant energy per unit area; T is the temperature of the surface;

e is a quantity called the emissivity of the surface; and a is a

constant". This statement as it stands is not clear and precise because

it is necessary to specify the units. However, the point I want to

bring out here involves the role of temperature in this law. One often

reads that the Stefan-Boltzmann law holds only if temperature measure-

ments are based on an absolute-zero scale. The stronger point may be

made: The Stefan-Boltzmann law is not empirically meaningful if

temperature is measured according to a scale not based on absolute zero;

Patrick Suppes, "Measurement, Empirical Meaningfulness, and Three
Valued Logic," in Measurement: Definitions and Theories, edited by
C. West Churchman and Philburn Ratoosh, New York: John Wiley &
Sons, 1959, pages 129-14-3.
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whereas it is empirically meaningful if temperature is. measured according

to a scale based on absolute zero. Clearly, it is worthwhile to know if

a certain formula is even a possible law -- if it is empirically meaning-

ful. Much of the discussion on the status of theoretical economics --

for example -- has been directly or indirectly connected with the range

of empirically meaningful expressions in which economic measurements

are involved.

The expression "empirically meaningful" is perhaps unfortunate. It

is easy to associate it with discussions concerning meaningfulness of a

mere general nature than intended. ~ Without delimiting its use here

any more sharply, it should be noted that we shall use the expression

"empirical meaningfulness" only as applied to expressions in which

terms referring to measurements appear. It would seem preferable to

use a different term, and in our treatment of the problem -- the set-

theoretical treatment this term is no longer needed. However, for

the time being, we shall adhere to the usage of Suppes who introduced

it in the sense discussed in this work. ~

The term "empirically meaningful" is used in the more general sense,
for example, in the editorial footnote on page 159 of Philosophy of
Science, readings edited by Arthur Danto and Sidney Morgenbesser,-
New York: Meridian Books, 1960.

See footnote 2, page 2. Interestingly, Suppes himself uses the
expression "empirically meaningful" in the more general sense in
"Some Remarks on Problems and Methods in the Philosophy .of Science,"
Philosophy of Science, volume 21, (1954), pages 242-243.
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It has been customary to consider empirical meaningfulness a

semantical notion. Thus, one asks: Which formulas of a certain language

are empirically meaningful? A semantical approach based on a rigorous

logical foundations has recently been developed by Patrick Suppes. He

has provided three alternative definitions of empirical meaningfulness

for a given formalized language -- in our second chapter we shall

summarize Suppes's work in this area.

We shall see, however, that certain difficulties arise in regarding

empirical meaningfulness as a semantical notion. Some difficult problems

in the area of the semantics of formalized languages are involved. It

is possible, however, to treat empirical meaningfulness in a way that

bypasses many of these semantical problems. Such an approach uses

certain basic concepts of set theory, and is considerably simpler than

the semantical approach. We shall give such a characterization of

empirical meaningfulness and prove a number of theorems using this

characterization and some related notions.

It is interesting to note that the position advocating set-theore-

tical methods in favor of semantical ones has probably been best

expressed by J. C. C. McKinsey and Suppes himself. In their article

"On the Notion of Invariance in Classical Mechanics" 21 they discuss

the two approaches:

The British Journal for Philosophy of Science, vol. V (1955),
pages 290-302. This position was first expressed by Suppes alone
in his article "Some Remarks on Problems and Methods in the
Philosophy of Science," Philosophy of Science, volume 21 (1954),
pages 242-248. --

4



We remark that throughout this paper we use set-theoretical
rather than meta-mathematical methods. "This choice has not been
a capricious one on our part, for, in our opinion, meta-mathematical
methods have not yet been successfully applied to any branch of
science -- such as mechanics, optics, or thermodynamics - - invol
ving substantial portions of classical analysis. We believe,
moreover, that the difficulties involved in applYing6~eta-mathe

matical methods to such disciplines are formidable. ~

A footnote is attached to this:

In fact, in our 0plnlon, the emphasis by contemporary
philosophers on the linguistic or semantical approach is generally
responsible for the lack of substantial progress in the philosophy
of science. Most of the precise discussions have been restricted
to languages with qualitative predicates only, and consequently
to languages which are wholly inadequate to any complicated branch
of science. Even a subject as relatively uncomplicated as the
axiomatic foundations of the theory of measurement must use the
notions and results of elementary mathematical analysis, which is
a discipline extremely tedious to handle in a formalized language.

I agree with the position expressed in these quotations. The

]/

results of the present work support the view that set-theoretical methods

are often simpler and more fruitful than meta-mathematical or semantical

methods. This does not apply across the board. There can be no doubt

that meta-mathematics is an important discipline and that meta-mathe-

matical methods are extremely productive. However, at this early stage

in the development of precise work in the philosophy of science it

appears that set-theoretical methods are more fruitful in this area

than meta-mathematical methods.

In order to present our problem in proper perspective, we offer

the following account of the history of attempts to treat it. In this

historical sketch we shall follow three lines of development which are

Page 292.

Ibid.
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closely related: (1) attempts to give a general characterization of

measurement; (2) attempts to state conditions which must be satisfied

by some particular procedure in order to have measurement -- for example,

the use of an equal-arm balance in measuring mass; and (3) attempts at

characterizing empirical meaningfulness. The third development, which

is more directly the subject of this thesis, can not be divorced from

the other two developments.

There is a long history of' discussions of measurement, going back

at least to Eudoxus's theory of proportions in Book V of Euclid's

Elements and including Newton, but the modern treatment probably begins

with Hermann von Helmholtz's Zahlen und Messen, published in 1887. §/

Here the logical requirements for a procedure on the basis of which one

assigns numbers in measuring is discussed for the first time in general.

In this paper Hebnholtz examines "the logical foundations" of counting

and measuring. He bases his theory on a distinction between "pure

numbers II and "denominate numbers". He says that II such objects as are

alike in any definite relation whatever and are counted, we call the

units of counting, and the aggregate (Anzahl) of these we designate as

a denominate number and

the denomination of the

the special

number." 'ZI
kind of units which it comprehends

Helmholtz worked out an elaborate

"Zahlen und Messen erkenntnis -- theoretisch betrachtet,"
Philosophische Aufs~tze Eduard Zeller. gewidmet, Leipzig, 1887,
reprinted in Gesammelte Abhandlungen, volume 3, 1895, pages 356-391,
translated into English by C. L. Bryan, Counting and Measuring,
New York, 1930. References will be to the English translation.
An exposition of Helmholtz's views is also given in Karl Menger,
"Mensuration and Other Mathematical Connections of Observable
Material," in Churchman and Ratoosh, op. cit., pages 97-128.

Hebnholtz, op. cit., page 17.
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"arithmetic" for such numbers. It is interesting to note how he poses

the question as to how we can assign numbers to objects in measuring:

Then however it must be asked, what is the objective meaning
of expressing through denominate numbers the relations of real ob
jects as magnitudes and under what condition can we do this? This
question resolves itself, as we shall find, into two simpler ones,
namely:

1. What is the objective meaning of declaring two objects in
a certain relation equal?

2. What character must the physical combination of two ob
jects have in order that we may consider comparable attributes of
the same as united additively and these attributes accordingly as
magnitudes which can be designated by denominate numbers? Denominate
numbers in fact we consider as composed by ?~~ition of their parts,
or, under certain circumstances, of units. ~

Helmholtz, then, holds that a process of physical combination is re-

quired in measuring. He gives axioms that must be satisfied by physical

relations and physical "methods of combination" in answer to the-.two

questions he has posed.

It can be held that Helmholtz's distinction between pure numbers

and denominate numbers seems to correspond to the way many scientists

talk of units. However, this view involves serious logical difficulties,

and it is quite possible to explicate; measurement without resorting to

denominate numbers.

IT II

O. Holder, in his 1901 article "Die Axiome der Quantitat und die

" 11/ 't fLehre vom Mass ,==t criticized Helmholtz s axioma ization 0 mass meas-

urement as inadequate.

121
Ibid, page 4.

"Holder argues that one cannot prove that given

l:Y' II 11 II

In Berichte uber die Verhandlungen der konig1ich sachsischen
Gesellschaft der WiSsenschaften zu Leipzig mathematischphysische
Klasse, volume 53 (1901), pages 1-64.
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a set of objects, a "method of combining", and an "equality relation"

satisfying Helmholtz's axioms that there is an assignment of numbers

to the set which is unique up to multiplication by a positive constant.

Thus, these axioms are not sufficient to characterize mass measurement.

"Holder gave a set of axioms concerning a binary relation, which he

denoted by "<" , and a binary operation, denoted by "+", It is

possible to prove that for any set together with a relation and an

operation which satisfy the given axioms, one can assign, uniquely up

to multiplication by a constant, positive numbers to the objects to

represent the mass of those objects. It is not to our present purpose

to consider H~lder's work in detail here. ~

One

ment was

of the major attempts at a general characterization of measure

made by the British physicist Norman Robert Campbell. J:lI
Campbell was primarily concerned with what properties are measurable.

The following quotation from Campbell is indicative of this interest:

I have before me on the table a tray containing several
similar crystals. These crystals possess many properties among
which may be included the following: Number, weight, density,
hardness, colour, beauty. The first three of these qualities
are undoubtedly capable of measurement -- unless it be judged
that number is to be excluded as being more fundamental than
any measurement; concerning hardness it is difficult to say
whether or no it can be measured, for though various systems of
measuring hardness are in common use it is generally felt that
none of them are wholly satisfactory, Colour cannot be measured

~
For critical remarks on H~lder's axiom system see Patrick Suppes,
"A Set of Independent Axioms for Extensive Quantities," Portugaliae

'Mathematica, volume 10 (1951), pages 163-172,

J:lI
Physics: The Elements, 1920, reprinted as Foundations of Science,
New York: Dover Publications, 1957, and An Account of the Principles
2! Measurement and Calculation, London: Longmans, Gree~1928,

8



as the others can, that is to say it is impossible to denote the
colour of an object by a single number which can be determined with
the same freedom from arbitrariness which characterizes the assign
ing of a number to represent weight or density. The last property,
beauty, can certainly not be measured, unless we accept the view
which is so widely current that beauty is determined by the market
value. What is the difference between the propertie.s whi~~/deter

mine the possibility or impossibility of measuring them? ~

In answering this question Campbell first argues that there must be a binary

relation between the objects which is transitive, asymmetric, and connected

-- it is customary to call such a relation a strict simple ordering. But

this is not sufficient to account for the difference in measuring weight,

on the one hand, and measuring hardness of minerals according to Mohs' scale

on the other hand. Campbell quotes a pertinent comment from an engineering

journal: "According to Mohs' scale the hardness of diamond is represented

by 10, of ruby 9, ... , of talc by 1. But these figures are not proportional;

and it is probable that the difference in hardness between diamond and ruby

is at least as great as between ruby and talc." l2/ Campbell alleges that

we could just as well assign letters to represent hardness of minerals, and

he argues from this rather confusedly that we assign numerals to represent

hardness of minerals, but we assign numbers to represent weight. The point

he is trying to make can be put much better by considering the different re-

lationships that hold between any possible assignment of numbers to represent

harndesses and those that hold between any possible assignment to represent

weights. This way of looking at the matter, which has proved more fruitful

than Campbell's is due to S.S. Stevens, and we shall discuss it further when

we discuss Stevens's work.

We need, then to have a strict simple ordering of the objects in magni-

tude before we can measure them to represent some property. However, there

Physics: The Elements, page 268.

Campbell, Physics: The Elements, page 274.
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This distinction between those properties which

is a further distinction between measuring properties such as weight and

properties such as hardness and density (to give Campbell's examples). ~

What accounts for this difference? Campbell asks. "In the matter of

weight the difference between the weights 2 and 3 is equal to the

difference between the weights 3 and 4 in some way in which the dif-

ferences between the densities 2 and 3 is not equal to the difference

between the densities 3 and 4. It is indicated that in the measure-

ment of weight we make use in some manner of the conceptions of addition

and subtraction." W
are "additive" and those which are not goes back at least to Helmholtz.

Campbell takes the position that those properties that are "additive"

are the only ones that are really measurable. Properties, such as hard-

ness of minerals, are measurable only in some weaker sense. Campbell's

remarks on additivity are interesting and worth quoting at some length.

Again, he takes the measurment of weight as a model.

We measure weight by means of a balance. We state that the
weights of two bodies A and B are "equal" when, if A is
placed in one pan of the balance and B in the other, the final
position of the pointer of the balance is unchanged. We say that
the body C is "added to" the body A, when A and C are placed in the
same pan of the balance; and that it is "subtracted from" the body
composed of A and C in the same pan by removing C from the
pan. When we have thus defined "equal" and "added to" in the use
of the balance, we can state, corresponding to arithmetical pro
positions which involve addition and equality, propositions about
what will happen in the balance when we place bodies in the pans
. . . . Now these statements concern experimental facts; they
assert that, in certain circumstances, we shall observe something.

~
Campbell is not talking of density as the ratio of mass and volume,
but as "the property in virtue of which some bodies [float] ·and
others [sink]." Ibid., page 276.

W
Ibid., page 277 •
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The statements may be true or false; and, as with all statements
of experimental fact, experiment only can determine whether they
are true or false. If they are true, there will be a certain
similarity between the arithmetical process of addition and the
arithmetical relation of equality on the one hand and the physical
process of addition and the physical relation of equality on the
other. W

Campbell's requirement of similarity can be expressed more precisely

in terms of the mathematical concept of homomorphism. If A is some

non-empty set of objects and R some set of real numbers, E a binary

relation on A, and * a binary operation on A, ~R the identity

relation restricted to R, +R the operation of addition restricted

to R (this would be an operation only for some subsets of the set of

all real numbers), then a function f is a homomorphism of < A,E,* >

onto < R'~R' +R> if and only if f is a function whose domain is

the set A and whose range is the set R and such that for every x

and y in A: xEy if and only if f(x) ~ f(y) and f(Z * y) ~ f(x) +

f(y). Thus Campbell can be interpreted as requiring that if a system

< A,E,* > satisfies the statements he gives, there is such a set R

and a homomorphism f of < A,E,* > onto < R'~R'+R >.
,

Campbell's characterization of measurement was very popular for a

long time. It can be summed up in his statement that "we define

measurement as the assignment of numerals to represent properties in

accordance with scientific laws".}!l/ Certain aspects of C",mpbell' s

theory now appear doubtful; I shall mention three of these: (1) Campbell

believed that we do not assign numbers to objects in measuring, for

1§/
Ibid., pages 279-280.

];}/
An Account of~ Principles of Measurement and Calculation, page 1.
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there are operations on numbers that do not always have their counter-

part in measurement: rather we assign numerals. This is a confused

issue, but modern analyses have uniformly adopted the view that numbers

and not numerals are assigned. (2) The statement "the assignment of

numerals to represent properties in accordance with scientific laws"

can hardly serve as a definition of measurement since the expression

"in accordance with scientific laws" is too vague. (3) Campbell's

characterization seems more restrictive than necessary since it excludes

vector quantities such as force.

"While Holder's theory was more precise than Campbell's concerning

the conditions the operation corresponding to + had to satisfy for

mass measurement, Campbell's writings were in general much more in-

fluential amongst philosophers of science. However, Ernest Nagel, in a

series of papers appearing around 1930, used H~lder's axiom system in

conjunction with Campbell's point of view. 32/

A committee of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science, meeting in the 1930s, looked into the problem of the "possibility

of quantitative estimates of sensory events". Campbell was a member of

this committee, and he argued that virtually all psychological phenomena

20/
-- Ernest Nagel, On the Logic of Measurement, printed Ph.D. dissertation,

Columbia University, New York, 1930; "Measurement," Erkenntnis, Band
II, 1931, pages 313-333, reprinted in Danto and Morgenbesser, op. cit.,
pages 121-140; and Chapter "XV, "Measurement," of the influential --
An Introduction to Logic and Scientific Method, by Morris R. Cohen
and Ernest Nagel-,-New York: Harcourt, Brace, and Company, 1934.

12



are incapable of measurement. ~ Campbell's viewpoint was widely

accepted, even by many psychologists. ~

2. The Problem of Meaningfulness.

Campbell, in the report of the British committee mentioned above,

asked "Why do not psychologists accept the natural and obvious conclu-

sion that subjective measurement of loudness in numerical terms (like

those of length . .. ) are mutually inconsistent and cannot be the

basis of measurement?l1 If psychologists did accept this position,

their investigations would be severely restricted. It is not surprising

that some psychologists have attempted to find reasons for not accepting

Campbell's conclusion,.

At the time the British committee was a.t work, arriving at their

negative results, a collection of philosophers, psychologists, and

mathematicians among whom were:G. D. Birkhoff, Rudolf Carnap,

Herbert Feigl, Carl G. Hempel, Gustav Bergmann, and S. S. Stevens --

was discussing many of the same questions. Stevens reports that as a

~
See "Final Report of the Committee ..• upon the Possibility of
Quantitative Estimates of Sensory 'Events," The Advancement of Science,
number 2 (January 1940), pages 331-349.

~
See, e.g., Thomas Whelan Reese, "The Application of the Theory of
Physical Measurement to the Measurement of Psychological Maghitudes,
with Three Experimental Examples," Psychological Monographs,
volume 55 (1943).

:?l!
"Final Report • • "., page 338.
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hard atwasnot long before Stevenswas

result of these discussions he decided "a more general theory of measure

ment was n·eeded" .• 2!1. It

work developing ·this new theory. The first steps were taken in

in 1939, but the results were not published until 1946. ~ Arriving

at this theory, Stevens says, "the best way out seemed to be to approach

the problem from another point of view, namely, that of invariance, and

to classify scales of measurement in terms of the group of transforma-

tions that leave the scale form invariant. This approach would seem to

get to the heart of the matter.,,?!i/ For example, mass measurement is

unique up to multiplication by a constant factor. That is, given an

assignment of mass to an object on one scale (e.g., in grams) we can

determine the assignment of mass to the same object on another scale

(e.g., in kilograms) by multiplying the original number by a positive

constant (e.g., in transforming a measurement in grams to one in kilo-

grams the constant is .001). It is customary to say that mass measure-

ment is unique up to a similarity transformation. There is a class of

scales called ratio in Stevens's classification all of which are

unique up to a similarity transformation. The measurement of tempera-

ture -- where not based on an absolute zero -- is relative to both the

unit and the zero-point. It is customary to say that the measurement

of temperature is unique up to a linear or affine transformation. Scales

2!1
An account of the historical background of Stevens's work is contained
in his article, "Measurement, Psychophysics, and Utility," in
Churchman and Ratoosh, op. cit., pages 18-63.

~
"On the Theory of Scales and Measurement," Science, volume 103
pages 667-680, reprinted in Danto and Morgenbesser, op. cit.,
pages 141-149.

?!i/
Stevens in Churchman and. Ratoosh, op. cit., page 23.
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of measurement that are unique up to a linear transformation are placed

by Stevens in the interval class. The measurement of hardness of

minerals by the scratch test is unique up to a monotone increasing

transformation. That is, any assignment of numbers to the minerals is

adequate provided that if mineral x scratches mineral y, but mineral

y does not scratch mineral x, then the number assigned to x is

greater than the number assigned to y. A scale of measurement unique

up ,to a monotone increasing transformation is placed in the ordinal

scale. A fourth class of scales was singled out by Stevens, called the

nominal class. For a scale of measurement to be in this class the

assignment of numbers can be arbitrary except that if two objects are

assigned different numbers on one suitable assignment they must be

assigned different numbers on any other suitable assignment; that is,

the assignment is unique up to transformation by anyone-one function.

It has been debated whether this could be construed as a case of measure-

ment. But, in accordance with Campbell's definition, Stevens prefers

"to call it a form of measurement, because the use of numerals 'to

designate classes of objects, such as items in a catalogue, is an

example of the assignment of numberal according to rUle.,,?1J A fifth

class might also be mentioned. A scale of measurement belongs to the

absolute class if the assignment of numbers is unique (or, to conform

with the previous terminology, unique up to the identity transformation).

?1J
Stevens in Churchman and Ratoosh, op. cit., page 25.
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Stevens's work was first published in Science in 1946, and has been

extended and revised in publications in 1951 and 1959.·~ One of the

main applications of Stevens.' s classification, and one very directly

relevant to our problem, is that on this basis Stevens determines "the

type of statistical operations appropriate to each scale • •. The

criterion for the appropriateness of a statistic is invariance under the

transformations. . . • Thus, the class that stands at the median

(midpoint) of a distribution maintains its position under all trans

formations which preserve order." '?:2/ Tables 1 and 2 reproduced on

page 17 are taken from Stevens's most recent

on scales. They schematically represent his

publication of his work

results. 30/

In analyzing Table 2 it should be noted that it is not clear what

kind of invariance it is that makes the various statistical operations

appropriate. Stevens distinguishes between two kinds of invariance:

"The numerical value of the statistic may remain constant when the scale

is transformed, or else the numerical value may change although the item

designated by the statistic remains the same." ;jJj Exactly what is meant

~
"On the Theory of Scales and Measurement," Science, volume 103 (1946),
pages 667-680, reprinted in Danto and Morgenbesser, op. cit., pages
141-149, "Mathematics, Measurement, and Psychophysics,-" in Handbook
of Experimental Psychology, edited by S. S. Stevens, New York:
Wiley, 1951, pages 1-49; and the article in Churchman and Ratoosh
cited above.

'?:2/
Stevens in Danto and Morgenbesser, op. cit., page 144.

)2/
The tables are reproduced on Page 17 from Stevens's article in
Churchman and Ratoosh, op. cit., pages 25 and 27. It will be
noticed that what Stevens says about functions is confused.

"j]j
Stevens in Churchman and Ratoosh, ~. cit., pages 27-28.
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TABLE 1. A Classification of Scales of Measurement *

'Scale

Nominal

Ordinal

Interval

Ratio

Basic Empirical
Operations

Determination of
equality

Determination of
greater br less

Dete:r:mination
of the equality
of intervals or
of differences

Determination
of the equality
of ratios

Mathematical
Group Structure

Permutation group

x' = r(x)

where f(x) means
any bne-to':'one
substitution

Isotonic group

x' = r(x)

where f(x) means
any increasing
monotonic function

Linear or affine
group

Xl = ax + b

a>O

Similarity group

Xl = cx

c > 0

Typical Examples'

"Numbering ll of' football players
Assignment of type or model
numbers to classes

Hardness of minerals
Street numbers
Grades of leather, lumber, wool,
etc.
Intelligence test raw scores

Temp~rature (Fahrenheit or
Celsius)
Position
Time (calendar)
Energy (potential)
Intelligence test !! standard
scores" (?)

Numerosity
Length, density, work time
intervals, etc.
Temperature (Rankine 9~,Kelvin)

Loudness (sones)
Brightness (brils)

* Measurement is the assignment of numerals to events or objects according
to rule. The rules ,for four kinds of scales are tabulated above. The
basic operations needed to create a given scale are all those listed in
the second column, down to and including the operation listed opposite
the scale. The third column gives the mathematical transformations that
leave the scale form invariant. Any numeral x on a scale can be replaced
by a~other numeral Xl ,where Xl is the function of x listed in column).

TABLE 2. Examples of Stat.istical Measures Appropriat~ to
Measurements Made on the Various Classes of Scales

Scale
Measures of' Dispersion Association or
Location Correlation

Nominal Mode Information, Information trans':'
H mitted, T

Contingency correla-
tion

Ordinal Median Percentiles Rank-order correla-
tion [31J

Interval Arithmetic Standard Product-moment
mean deviation correlation

Average Correlation ratio
d'eviation

Ratio Geometric Per cent
mean variation

Harmonic
mean

Significance
Tests

Chi· square

Sign test
Run test

ttest
F test
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some

by "the item designated by the statistic" is not always clear. For

example, it can not be said that the numerical value of the standard

deviation of a set of objects under some numerical assignment remains

constant under all linear transformations. Furthermore, it makes no

sense to say that the case standing at the standard deviation remains

constant under all linear transformations. Perhaps what Stevens had in

mind was that all items whose values deviate from the mean by less than

the standard deviation remains constant under any linear transformation.

In searching about for Stevens's meaning the question occurs: Are there

other kinds of invariance? We shall explore this question in Chapter IV.

Stevens's work has been subjected recently to severe criticism by

some statisticians and psychologists. Lord in an article entitled "On

the Statistical Treatment of Football Numerals" took the position that

one can use statistical procedures on any set of numbers without refer-

ence to their origin, that is, whether they were obtained by some measure

32/
ment process or not. ~ In Lord's example there is a collection of

1015 two-digit numerals to be used as numerals on football

jerseys. In a sample of some 50 or so two-digit numerals there arises

the question whether they are not all "too low". However, a follower

of Stevens's position argues that we can not decide this because we

would need to know the mean of the collection and we can not determine

the mean since these numerals represent football players and this is

EI
American Psychologist, volume 8 (1953), pages 750-751. C. J. Burke
also wrote an article critical of Stevens's position on scales in
1953; "Additive Scales and Statistics," Psychological Review,
volume 60 (1953), pages 73-75.
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not even an ordinal scale, let alone an interval scale. H. F. Kaiser,

commenting on this controversy in a review, attempts to distinguish be-

tween a statistical hypothesis and a "purportedly corresponding

scientific hypothesis" )1/ Given this distinction he concludes that

"it is clearly a matter of fact that assumptions about scales of measure-

ment are irrelevant to statistical hypotheses. Are such assumptions

relevant in establishing an isomorphism between a statistical hypothesis

and a scientific hypothesis? This is presently a highly controversial

question" "

N. H. Anderson also criticizes Stevens in a recent article.

Anderson says that "there is no logical guarantee that the use of

ordinal scale statistics will yield invariant results under scale

changes". )2/

Much of the controversy over Stevens's work is due to a lack of

clarity. Questions have been raised and discussed at length without

ever having been clearly formulated. For example, in much of the

literature concerning Stevens's ideas it is not clear to what sorts of

things one ascribes the predicates "meaningful" and "meaningless".

One reads that the operations of addition and multiplication cannot

meaningfully be applied to ordinal scales. Much of this discussion is

confused. In fact, Stevens is not sufficiently clear on this point.

)jI
H. F. Kaiser, Review of Measurement and Statistics by Virginia L.
Senders, Psychometrika, volume 25 (1960), pages 411-413.

34/
- Ibid., page 413.

22/
Norman H. Anderson, "Scales and Statistics: Parametric and Nonparametric,"
Psychological Bulletin, volume 58 (1961), pages 305-316.
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Clarification is needed, and a necessary condition for this clarifica-

tion is a careful treatment of the foundations of measurement. In the

next two chapters we shall discuss two analyses based on foundational

work. In the semantic treatment given by Patrick Suppes it is sentences

or sentential-functions (thus, linguistic entities) that are said to be

empirically meaningful or not. In the set-theoretic treatment presented

in Chapter III a particular kind of functions plays an analogous role.

In neither treatment are operations such as addition and multiplication

said to be meaningful or meaningless by themselves.

The main task of this thesis is to clarify what we have called

empirical meaningfulness. We wish our explication to satisfy, in

addition to the standard conditions placed on explications,

following conditions:

the

(1) Given the explication of meaningfulness we should be able to

prove in a clear and precise way the results obtained by Stevens con-

cerning "permissible statisticsllo

(2) It should be clear from this explication to what kinds of

entities the predicates "meaningful" and "meaningless" apply. Actually

we shall not use these terms because of their emotional overtones, and

so we shall modify this condition in an appropriate way.

l2J
See Rudolf Carnap, Logical Foundations of Probability, Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1950, Chapter I.
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(3) Using this explication we should be able to prove results

concerning empirical meaningfulness analagous to those obtained by

Suppes in his semantic treatment. This condition will be interpreted

to mean that given a formula empirically meaningful in Suppes's sense,

there must be a corresponding object in the present analysis that is

invariant under all similarity transformations. The restriction to

similarity transformations, in the statement of this condition, is due

only to Suppes! s. limiting his analysis of empirical meaningfulness to

ratio scales.. Suppes's results, however, can be generalized to other.

kinds of scales.
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CHAPrER II

THE SEMANTICAL APPROACH TO EMPIRICAL MEANINGFULNESS

The one attempt to give a precise characterization of empirical

meaningfulness as a semantical concept is due to Patrick Suppes whose

theory we summarize in this chapter. ~/

In order to give a semantical treatment that is precise it is

necessary to consider a formalized language. Following Suppes we shall

treat a particular formalized language designed to express statements

concerning mass measurement. This language, which he calls ilL II

M '

is based on a language used by Tarski in his A Decision Method for

Elementary Algebra and Geometry. Y Suppes distinguishes between

numerical variables and individual variables. He also includes ten

individual constants and the usual numerals for the positive and nega-

tive integers less than 100 in absolute value. There is also an addi-

tional term "!!!" , which Suppes calles "the mass term". He says that

designates a real number, the mass of all. In addition to

the above-mentioned symbols 1M contains algebraic operation-signs for

y
Patrick Suppes, "Measurement, Empirical Meaningfulness, and Three
Valued Logic," in Measurement: Definitions and Theories, edited by
C. West Churchman and Philburn Ratoosh, New York: John Wiley & Sons,
1959, pages 129-143.

Y
2nd edition, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1951.

21
Suppes, op. cit,., page 133. Suppes's statement does not make clear
that thiS-re~number is the value for some numerical assignment.
One might infer from what he says here that there is one and only
one number that is the mass of a.
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addition, multiplication, and exponentiation with the fixed base 2,

and the relational symbols for identity and greater than. Suppes then

defines, in standard ways, term, atomic formula, formula, and sentence,

given additional symbols in LM for the logical connectives, quanti

fiers, and parentheses. "It is to be clearly understood," says Suppes,

"that no unit of mass is assumed in the primitive notation of

Given these preliminaries Suppes then defines model for

By a model for LM is meant an ordered triple ~,A,~ > ,

LM· " jI

LM,

where 't
is the usual algebra of real numbers under the operations of addition,

multiplication, exponentiation with base 2, and the relation greater

than. A is a finite, non-empty set, and m is a function defined on

A with values in the set of positive real numbers. ~ Given the usual

definition of satisfaction for such a model a sentence is said to be

arithmetically true if it is satisfied in every model of LM, Using

the customary notion of the closure of a formula, Suppes defines

empirical meaningfulness for atomic formulas. This definition is

reproduced below:

An atomic formula S of L
M

is empirically meaningful if and

only if the closure of the formula

ex> 0 -> (S ~ S(ex))

is arithmetically true for every numerical term ex, where S(ex) results

from S by replacing any occurrence of I mI in S by the term ex,

jI
Ibid" page 134.

~
It should be noted that we orily need an ordered pair as the second
component of the ordered triple is the domain of the third component.
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followed by the multiplication sign, followed by 'm' •

·Intuitively what this condition requires is that any atomic formula S

involving occurrences of the ineasureme>llt: functioll·symboQ. ·"m" must be

logically equivalent to aQ.l formulas resulting when "m" is replaced

by rex m'

then

To give Suppes's example: If

S 'm(a) > m(b)'

ex '(2+1)' J

s(a) = '(2 + 1) 'm(a) > (2 + 1) 'm(b)'

Given this definition of empirical meaningfulness for atomic formulas:

Suppes offers his first definition of empirical meaningfulness for

formulas:

A formula S of ~ is empirically meaningful in sense A if

and only if each atomic formula occurring in S is itself empirically

meaningful.

Because there are only a denumerable number of numerical terms in

~ the above definition is restricted to a denumerable number of

similarity transformations. To avoid this difficulty a less syntactical

version of the definition is called for. Suppes supplies two by first

introducing the concept of two models of LM being related by a

similarity transformation.

If rJ7 1 = < r-,A1J~1 > and tJ72 = < y ,A2J~2 > are two models

for LMJ then ~l and 672 are related by a similarity transforma

tion if and only if: (i) Al = A2 and (ii) there is a similarity

transformation ~ such that
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Suppes then defines empirically meaningful in sense B:

A formula S of ~ is empirically meaningful in sense B if

and only if S is satisfied in a model~ for LM when and only when

it is satisfied in every model for ~ related to 07 by a similarity

transformation.

The third alternative definition of empirical meaningfulness, which

Suppes says has the merits of sense A and sense B, is as follows:

A formula S of LM is empirically meaningful in sense C if

and only if every atomic formula occurring in S is empirically mean-

ingful in sense B.

However, there are shortcomings to these definitions of empirical

meaningfulness. Using Tarski's notion of deductive system, §I Suppes

shows that the set of formulas that are empirically meaningful in any

of the above senses is not a deductive system -- that is, it is not

closed under the relation of logical consequence.

Suppes considers the possibility of constructing a three-valued

logic for L
M

. A three-valued truth-functional logic is not possible

when the third value is empirically meaningless in sense B. However,

such a logic is possible when the third value is empirically meaningless

in sense A. It is not germane to this work to consider this three-

valued logic in any detail. Suppes claims that "for the language LM,

Alfred Tarski, "Fundamentale Begriffe der Methodologie der deduktiven
Wissenschaften, I," Monatshefte f~r Mathematik und Physik, volume 37
pages 361-404. An English translation of this article appears in the
collection of Tarski's papers. Logic, Semantics, and Metamathematics,
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956 (translations by J. ~Woodger),

article V, pages 60-109.
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the three-valued logic constructed is intuitively more natural than the

ordinary two-valued one." 11 However, it seems that resorting to such

a logic is a drastic measure acceptable only if the alternatives are

even more drastic.

In this article Suppes also considers altering the notion of

logical consequence in such a way that only empirically meaningful

formulas will be consequences of empirically meaningful formulas.

Thus, given the usual notion of logical consequence, §/ he defines

the notion of meaningful logical consequence as follows:

If S is a formula of LM and A is a set of formulas of LM,

then S is a meaningful logical consequence of A if and only if S

is a logical consequence of A and S is empirically meaningful in

sense C whenever every formula in A is meaningful in sense C.

By altering the definition of logically derivable in suitable

ways -- restricting every line of a derivation to statements that are

empirically meaningful in sense C -- Suppes obtains the result that if

a formula S is logically derivable from a set of formulas A, then S

is a meaningful logical consequence of A. However, the converse is

left as an open question. Suppes conjectures that the result is

affirmative. Thus, whether the ordinary systems of the first-order

predicate logic modified in the way indicated are complete or not has

not been verified.

11
Suppes, op. cit., page 14j.

§/
This is familiar from the literature, e.g., Alfred Tarski, Andrzej
Mostowski, and Raphael M.' Robinson, Undecidable Theories, Amsterdam:
North-Holland Publishing Company, 1953, page 8.
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CHAFTER III

A SET-THEORETIC FORMULATION OF

EMPIRICAL MEANINGFULNESS

In this chapter we take a set-theoretic approach to the problem of

empirical meaningfulness; considering it not as a problem essentially

concerning language. Set theory provides a stock of concepts quite use-

ful in analyzing the foundations of measurement and the problem of mean-

ingfulness in particular. For the most part the set-theoretic notation

used here is standard. However, we shall make extensive use of notions

from Tarski's work in model theory and Scott and Suppes's paper in the

foundations of measurement, ~ and we denote the first part of this

chapter to introducing these concepts.

A finite sequence, 31 the first component of which is a non-empty

set and whose other components are finitary relations on that set is

called a relational system. The first component of a relational system

is called its domain; if the domain of a relational system is finite,

the relational system will be said to be finite. If s = < ml , ... ,mn >

Alfred Tarski, "Contributions to the Theory of Models, I, II, III,
Proceedings Koninklijke Nederlandse Akadamie ~ Wetenschappen,
Series A, Volume 57 (1954), pages 572-581, 582-588; Volume 58 (1955),
pages 56-64; published simultaneously in Indagationes Mathematicae,
Volumes 16 and 17, same page references as above. Dana Scott and
Patrick Suppes, "Foundational Aspects of Theories of Measurement,"
Journal of Symbolic Logic, Volume 23 (1958), pages 113-128.

It is not relevant here whether a sequence is considered as a function
or as an ordered n-tuple. The language used corresponds more closely
to the second interpretation.
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is an n-termed sequence of positive integers, then a relational system

< A, Rl , ... , R > is of type s if for each i = 1, ... , n, the relation
n --

Ri is an mi-ary relation. 11 Two relational systems are similar if

they have the same type. If two similar relational systems

are such that A is a subset of B and, for each i =l,~oo,n, the

relation R. is the restriction of S. to A, then or: is a subsystem
J. J.

of h. If, for similar relational systems (J{ and j'y , f is a func-

tion whose domain is the set A and whose range is the set B and such

and for each sequence < aI' ... , a > ofm
i

if and only if S.(f(al), .•• ,f(a )),
1 illi

type of 0( and J:y, then f maps CJ1.

is a homomorphic image of or .
If there is such a function, we also say

R. (a
l

, •.• ,a )
1 ID

i
is the

i =l,.~.,n,

A,elements of

that for each

where s = < ml , ..• ,mn >

homomorphically onto Js.. .
is homomorphic to jj. or Jir

This definition of homomorphism for relational systems is that of

Tarski. If CJ(= <A,o > and .& = < B,* > are relational systems,

o is a binary operation on A, and * is a binary operation on B,

then f maps at. homomorphically onto J!y if and only if f is a func-

tion mapping A onto B such that for every x, y, and z in A:

Technically, a relational system has a unique type only if each of
its relations is non-empty. This difficulty can be avoided by the
device of considering n-ary relations as functions from An to the
truth-values. See Tarski, op. cit.

Ibid.
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< x,y,z > E 0 if and only if < f(x),f(y),f(z) > E *; that is, since 0

and * are operations, z = x 0 y, f(z) = f(x) * fry), and, hence,

f(z) f(x 0 y) = f(x) * fry). Thus, we see that in applying this

definition to relational systems in which all the relations are opera-

tions on the domain of the relational system we have the standard

algebraic notion of homomorphism. There are several alternative defini-

tions of "homomorphism" for relational systems all of which reduce to

the standard algebraic notion for operations. 21 However, Traski's

definition is best suited for our present purposes.

If a function f maps a relational system OJ homomorphically onto

a relational system ~ and is, furthermore, one-to-one it is said to be

an isomorphism of (j( and Jy. A function f that maps a relational

system 01 isomorphically onto itself is a automorphism. 01 is homomor-

phically embeddable in k if some subsystem of A~ is a homomorphic image

of 01. A numerical relational system is a relational system whose

domain is the set Re of all real numbers. By a theory £:!: measurement

relative to a numerical relational system OG is meant a class of rela-

tional systems, closed under isomorphism, each homomorphically embeddable

in OC. A numerical assignment for a relational system~ with respect

to a numerical relational system ~ is a function that homomorphically

embeds m in 6'.,. Thus, if f is a numerical assignment for

with respect to IjC = < Re, R
l

, ... ,R >, then
- -n

f

is a function that assigns real numbers to the elements of A, but not

Some, but not all, of these alternatives are discussed in R.C. Lyndon,
"Properties Preserved under Homomorphism," Pacific Journal of Mathe-
matics, Volume 9 (1959), pages 143-154. ---
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the following:

necessarily every real !lumber is the image of an element in A.

Three numerical relational systems important to measurement are

(1) e = < Re, < >, (2) lP d = < Re, _< , T > in whichs -

T is the quaternary relation on Re such that for any real numbers

m, n, i, and j: mnTij if and only if Im-nl S !i-jl, and (3) OG e =

< Re, S , + >

The standard method in measurement theory has been to consider

axiom systems characterizing or generalizing these three numerical

relational systems. Thus, there are familiar axiom systems for: (1)

series such that a relational system < A,Q > of type < 2 > is a

series if it satisfies certain axioms and ~ is a numerical series,
s

that is, ~ is a model of these axioms; (2) difference structures
s

such that a relational system < A,Q,R > of type < 2,4 > is a dif-

ference structure if it satisfies certain axioms and If, d is a numerical

difference structure; and (3) extensive systems such that a relational

system < A,Q,o > of type < 2,3 > is an extensive system if it satis-

fies certain axioms and ~ is a numerical extensive system (or, as is
e

usually the case, the relational system +< Re , < ,+ >, where
-+ +

is the set of positive real numbers,

and ++
is + restricted to

< +
+

Re J is an

is S restricted to

extensive system) fj

+Re ,

For example, see Patrick Suppes and Joseph L. Zinnes, "Basic Measure
ment Theory," Technical Report No. 45, March 15, 1962, Psychology
Series, Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences,
Stanford University. A series is also called a strict simple ordering;
Q is required to be asymmetric, transitive, and connected in A. A
treatment of difference structures can also be found in Patrick Suppes
and Muriel Winet, "An Axiomatization of Utilities Based on the Notion
of Utility Differences," Management Science, Volume 1 (1955) pages
259-270. Extensive systems are treated in Patrick Suppes, "A Set of
Independent Axioms for Extensive Quantities," Portugaliae Mathematica,
Volume 10 (1951), pages 163-172.
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As empirical examples of each of these kinds of systems, we have

the following: The most important example of extensive systems occurs

in mass or weight measurement. In such an example the binary relation

is one which holds between objects x and y just in case the pans

of an e~ual-arm balance remain level when x and yare placed in

the two pans or the pan in which x is placed goes up (that is, intui-

tively, x is not heavier than y); the ternary relation is a binary

operation such that x 0 y is the result of placing objects x and

y in the same pan.

Examples of difference structures occur in utility theory of

economics; series are important throughout psychology and other

behavioral sciences.

The representation problem of measurement theory is that of

characterizing the formal properties of the empirical operations and

relations used in a given process of measurement and of proving that

any of the resulting relational systems is homomorphically embeddable

in an appropriate numerical relational system. Thus, a solution to the

representation problem for mass measurement by means of an e~ual-arm

balance has been given by characterizing the formal properties of an

empirical binary relation and an empirical binary operation in such a

way that one can prove that any relational system satisfying the

characterization is homomorphically embeddable in ~.
e

It is not germane here to discuss the relizability of this interpre
tation; for example, a difficulty arises right away with the interpre
tation of x 0 x. Since 0 is an operation there must be such an
element x 0 x.
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We continue the definitions of notions not standard in general set

theory by introducing Suppes and Zinnes's definition of scale:

< 07 , de ,f > is a scale if and only if f is a numerical assignment

for 07 with respect to oe. A classification of scales, following the

outlines set by Stevens, can be made on the basis of certain groups of,
transformations. A transformation is a one-one function of the set of

real numbers onto itself. A ratio scale is a scale <{)7,2£,f>

such that for any function g, if < iJ7 , 7R.- ,g > is also a scale,

then there is a similarity transformation ~ (i.e., there is a positive

real number k such that ~(x) = kx, for all real numbers x) such

that

Definitions of other types of scales are analagous to that of ratio

scale, and they may be briefly indicated here by giving the restriction

on the transformation ~. For absolute scales, ~ must be the identity

transformation, i.e., ~(x) = x, for all real numbers x. For interval

scales, ~ must be a (positive) linear transformation, i.e., there is

a positive real number k and a real number j (positive, zero, or

negative) such that for every real number x, ~(x) = kx + j. For

ordinal scales, ~ must be a monotone transformation, i.e., ~ is

either a monotone increasing transformation, thus for all real numbers

x and y, if x < y, then ~(x) < ~(y), or ~ is a monotone

decreasing transformation, thus for all real numbers x and y, if

x < y, then ~(x) > ~(y). For nominal scales, ~ may be anyone-one

transformation.
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Certain observations concerning the various definitions given above

are relevant to our set-theoretical explication of empirical meaningful

ness. §/

Theorem 3.1. If f is a numerical assignment for a relational

system tQ with respect to a numerical relational system ~ and ~ is

any transformation of the real numbers, then ~ 0 f is a numerical

assignment (but not necessarily for (J] with respect to K ).

Proof: Let t = < Dom( (J7 ), R >, where R is the binary rela-

tion such that xRy if and only if f(x) = fly), for all x and y

in the domain of ~ ; and let ~= < Re, = > ; then ~ 0 f is a numeri-

cal assignment for .:z;- with respect to ¥. As the domain of the sub-

system of t- take the range of ~ 0 f. We need only show that for x

and y in the domain of ~, xRy if and only if ~ 0 f(x) = ~ 0 fly) .

However, this is a simple consequence of the definition of R and the

fact that ~ is a one-one function. Q.E.D.

There are cases in which f is a numerical assignment for a relational

system 61 with respect to a numerical relational system ?J2, ~ is a

transformation, and ~ 0 f is a numerical assignment for 07 with respect

to ~. For example, if f is a numerical assignment for a relational

system 07 with respect to ~e' and ~ is a similarity transformation,

then ~ 0 f is also a numerical assignment for 07 with respect to

02- e

In the remainder of this chapter we omit italicizing "empirical
meaningfulness" even in those cases in which we are talking about
the concept. It would be pedantic to continue the italics, and no
serious damage results from omitting them.



We turn now to the problem of explicating empirical meaningfulness

in this set-theoretical framework. Our intuitive idea, fostered by the

semantic treatment, is that an expression concerning mass measurement

is empirically meaningful if its truth-value is invariant under different

interpretations given to the symbol "m" in Suppes's language LM.

The proposal offered here considers special functions rather than

formulas of formalized languages as the objects to which one ascribes

the predicates "empirically meaningful" and "empirically meaningless".

We introduce these functions in two stages. In the first stage we re-

tain some features of the semantic approach. For convenience we shall

continue to use ,Suppes's language ·LM, and, in this first stage, as

in the semantic approach, formulas of LM are said to be empirically

meaningful or not. Our approach makes use of characteristic functions.

In general, a characteristic function is a function f relative to a

subset A of a set B, its domain is the set B, and its value for

any x in B is determined as follows:

1f(x)

f(x) = 0

if x is in A

if x is not in A.

The characteristic functions we shall use are those defined on numerical

assignments. Any function whose domain is a set of numerical assignments

we shall call a sig-function •

Definition 3.1. If a is a formula of L
M

, then Fa the,
characteristic sig-function corresponding to a, is the function de

fined on all numerical assignments f such that < ~D(f),f > is a

model for LM, and such that for any numerical assignment f in the

domain of Fa:
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Fa: (f) = 1, if a: is satisfied by < Y.,D(f), f >

Fa: (f) = 0, if a: is not satisfied by < r-,D(f),f >

Note that if < (f-,A,f > is a model for ~ and cp is a similarity

transformation, then < ¥'":,A, cp of> also is a model for L
M

, So that,

if f is in the domain of a characteristic sig-function corresponding

to a formula of LM and cp is a similarity transformation, then cp 0 f

also is in that domain. We now propose a fourth definition of empirical

meaningfulness relative to the language L
M

•

Definition 3.2. If a: is a formula of L
M

, a: is empirically

meaningful in sense D if and only if for all numerical assignments

f such that < ;Y-, D(f), f > is a model for L
M

and for all similarity

transformations cp:

Thus, a: is empirically meaningful in sense D if Fa: is invariant

under all similarity transformations. As an example let

° = '(Va) (m(a) > 2)' •

Let A = (01,02)' m(ol) = 1, m(02) = 2, and cp be the similarity

transformation such that cp(x) =3x, for all real numbers x. Clearly,

° is satisfied by <d"-,A,cp 0 m>, but not satisfied by < r-,A,m > ;

thus, FO(m) = 0, FO(cp 0 m) = 1. 0, then, is not empirically meaning

ful in sense D.

In the second stage of introducing our porposed explication of

empirical meaningfulness we take into consideration all sig-functions,

not just those that are characteristic sig-functions. Remember that a
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sig-function is any function whose domain is some set of numerical

assignments. Let us consider three sig-functions as examples. Let

G be the sig-function whose domain is the set of all numerical

assignments (i.e., the set of all functions f such that for some

numerical relational system oe and some relational system til f is

a numerical assignment for tJ1 with respect to 'OC. ) and whose value

for any numerical assignment f is the set of ordered pairs < x,y >

such that f(x) = 2.f(y). A second sig-function is the function M

whose domain is the set of all numerical assignments with finite domain

and such that for any finite numerical as~ignment f

M(f) =
1

K(D(f) )

K(D(f»
L:

i=l
f(x. )

1

("K(A)" denotes the cardinality of the set A); that is, M is the

function that assigns to any numerical assignment with finite domain

its mean. Big-functions that, like M, take real numbers as values

will be called numerical sig-functions. As a third example of a sig-

function consider the function H
M

defined on the set of all finite

numerical assignments such that for any finite numerical assignment

f HM(f) is the set of all objects x in the domain of f such

that f(x) = M(f); that is, HM(f) is the set of all objects whose

value under f is the mean of f.

Consider, now, a feature of the sig-function G which we shall

find useful. Let f be a numerical assignment and ~ the similarity

transformation such that ~(x) = kx, for all real numbers x, k > O.
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By Theorem 3.1 ~ 0 f is also a numerical assignment, and, thus, both

f and ~ 0 f are in the domain of G. Any pair < x,y > of elements

x and y in the domain of f = domain of ~ 0 f is in the set

G(~ 0 f) if and only if ~ 0 f(x) = 2.~ 0 fly); that is, if and only

if kf(x) 2kf(y). Since k is positive, < x,y > is in G(~ 0 f)

if and only if f(x) = 2.f(y); that is, if and only if < x,y > is in

G(f). This observation leads us to conclude that G is invariant under

any similarity transformation.

It will be recalled that invariance under all similarity transfor-

mations of the characteristic sig-function corresponding to a formula

of L
M

was the defining property of empirical meaningfulness in sense

D. This suggests extending the range of application of empirical mean-

ingfulness to all sig-functions, not just characteristic sig-functions.

In making this extension no reference is made to language ~ (or to

any other formal language) or to mass measurement per~. Thus, this

extension is in two directions: to all sig-functions and to numerical

assignments other than mass measurement functions.

Consider the case in which a psychologist has what he believes to

be a method of measuring intelligence. Let us say that he has solved

the representation problem for this method; that is, he has characterized

the formal properties of the empirical relations and operations used in

the method and has proved that any relational system satisfying this

characterization is homomorphically embeddable in a particular numerical

relational system~o' We shall call the class of relational systems

the characterization "K IT
;;00

(we assume all members of ~o are finite).
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~o is a theory of measurement according to the formal definition given

above.

The psychologist is interested in the "meaningfulness" of certain

hypotheses; for example, does it make sense, on his theory, to say that

one object is twice as intelligent as another; similarly, does it make

sense, on his theory, to talk of an object having average intelligence.

According to the approach advocated here these questions can be an

swered by determining whether, for all Olin ~o' the values of the

sig-functions G and HM are constant for all numerical assignments

for (fl with respect to '02
0

, We shall say that a sig-function F is

if F is constant for all numerical assignments forconstant on ~o

07 with respect to no' for all tJ7 in ~o In general:

Definition 3.3. If K is a theory of measurement relative to a

numerical relational system 'zt:, then a sig-function F is constant

on K if and only if for every 07 in K the value of F is constant,., '"
for all numerical assignments for fJ7 with respect to ~ ; that is, if

f and g are any numerical assignments for (J7 with respect to 7fl..- ,

F(f) = F(g).

For purposes of illustration let us assume that our psychologist

has proved that if 07 is in ~o and if f and g are numerical

assignments for m.with respect to .&2 0 ' then there is a positive

linear transformation ~ such that g = ~ 0 f, that is, if f is

a numerical assignment for (J7 with respect to d2 0 ' then <07, 'O<O,f >

is a linear scale. Since HM is invariant under all positive linear

transformations it follows that HM(g) = HM(~ 0 f) = HM(f). Thus, ~
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is constant on ~O' Let us try to convince ourselves intuitively that

this answers the psychologists question concerning the "meaningfulness"

of having average intelligence. We could have set up a language Lr

analagous to Suppes's language LM , but containing a symbol for finite

summation, division, and, probably, many other symbols. We assume that

for Lr there are available definitions of ~' satisfaction, and

two models for L
r

being related by ~linear transformation. The

definition analogous to that for empirical meaningfulness would be:

A formula S of L
r

is empirically meaningful in sense B' if

and only if S is satisfied in a model tr7 for Lr when and only when

it is satisfied in every model for Lr related to t? by a linear

transformation.

We suppose L
r

rich enough to contain the formula:

(J '" 'm(y) '" I
XEA

m(x) . 1:,
n

where "n" is to be interpreted as the number of elements in A. rt

can be verified that (J is empirically meaningful in sense B'. Thus,

without going into detail, we hold that the formula (J in Lr cor

responds (in a loose, intuitive, sense) to the sig-function HM

(restricted to numerical assignments m such that <~' ,A,m > is a

model for Lr ); furthermore, (J is empirically meaningful in sense

B' and HM is constant on ~O. We argue from this to the conclusion

that the psychologist could answer his question concerning the "meaning-

fulness of having average intelligence" by showing that HM is constant



on ~O' Instead of referring to sig-functions as empirically meaningful

(or meaningless) relative to a theory of measurement K we prefer to

say that they are (or are not) constant on ~ •

We now ask: What conditions .must a sig-function F satisfy to

guarantee that it be constant on a theory of measurement K? Let K

be a theory of measurement relative to a numerical relational system

GE- , and let 67 be some member of K. For F to be constant on K..
the value of F must be the same for all numerical assignments for L77

with respect to CR-. If f is a numerical assignment for 07 with

respect to OC, then F(f) must equal F(cp of), where "cp" ranges

over all transformations relating two numerical assignments for (}7

with respect to ~. This notion of a transformation relating~

numerical assignments for (J] with respect to OG gives us a clue to

the answer to our question about the conditions F must satisfy to

gua~antee being constant on K. However, we can give two interpreta
::::;

tions to it. In the first interpretation we define the class

Definition 3.4. If {J] is a relational system and ~ is a numerical

relational system, then ~(07 , ~) is the class of all transforma

tions cp such that for some numerical assignments f and g for 67

with respect to '& , g = cp 0 f.

Invariance under all transformations of ~(t17, ~ ), for all 07 in a

th",ory of measurement K relative to 02- , does not guarantee that a

sig-function F is constant on K. In addition ~(67 ,)e.) must
'"

satisfy the uniqueness condition.
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Definition 3.5. A class of transformations r satisfies the

uniqueness condition relation to a relational system d7 and a numerical

relational system te if and· only if for· all numerical assignments f

and g for IJ7 with respect to Zt' there is a transformation \II in r

such that g = \II 0 f.

Not all classes of transformations ¢( C? , (),() satisfy the uniqueness

condition relative to tTl and az.. For example, let A = (a, b,c) ,

R = ((a,b),(a,c)) , L. = ((x,y)/x < y-l), and

f(a) = 1

f (b) = 3 4

ftc) 4

g(a) = 1

g(b)

g( c) = 4

f and g are numerical assignments for t57 = < A,R > with respect

to ze = < Re,L. > , but there is no transformation cp such that

g = cp 0 f. Assume there were such a transformation cp, then

cp(3) = cp(f(b)) = g(b) = 4 = g(c) = cp(f(c)) = cp(4), contrary to the

condition that cp is one-one.

We can now state conditions on a sig-function F to guarantee

that it be constant on a theory of measurement. However, the hypothesis

of the following theorem is too strong to be useful, as we shall show

subsequently.

Theorem~ If a sig-function F is invariant under all trans

formations of ¢( 07 , 7f( ) and ¢( (JJ , 1<..) satisfies the uniqueness

condition relative to (J) and 1( , for all relational systems IJ7 in

a theory of measurement K relative to ?L , then F
'"
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Proof: Let fJ7 be any relatioru>l system in K and f

numerical assignments for IJ7 with respect to IR. Since

and g

4>( 67 , 1<.. )

satisfies the uniqueness condition there is a transformation ~ in

4>( try , ~ ) such that g = ~ 0 f. By hypothesis, F is invariant

under ~, and F(g)'= F(~ 0 f) = F(f). Q.E.D.

The hypothesis of Theorem 3·.2 is too strong. That is, F must

be invariant under too many transformations .for Theorem 3.2 to be of

much use. To see that too many transformations are contained in

4>( ()] ,12.-) consider the example with A = (a,b,c), R = {(a,a), (b, b),

(c,c), (a,b), (a,c), (b,c») ,

f(a) = 1

f(b) = 2

fCc) = 3

g(a) = 1

g(b) = 4

g(c) = 9.

f and g homomorphically embed tr1 = < A, R > in o:z . It is
s

possible to show that if f is a numerical assignment for any rela-

tional system fJ7 with respect to &2, then < (J7, d2. ,f> is ans s

ordinal scale; also if ~ is any monotone transformation, then ~ 0 f

also is a numerical assignment for tJ7 with respect to Q(.. Thus,
s

all monotone transformations are in ~(07, JQ s)' However, the

transformation * such that 0/(1) = 1, *(2) = 4, *(3) = 9, *(4) = 2,

*(9) = 3, and *(x) = x, for all other real numbers x, is also

a member of 4>( 67 , 32 ), and * is not a monotone transformation.s

To make use of Theorem 3.2 we would need to know that a sig-function

F is invariant under * in order to be guaranteed that F is constant

on the class of all series.



Since Theorem 3.2 imposes too strong a condition on sig-functions

to be constant on a theory of measurement we consider a second inper

pretation of transformation relating two numerical assignments forO?

with respect to ~ :21

Definition 3.6. If IJ7 is a relational system and P2 is a numeri

cal relational system, then T( OJ ,a?) is the set of all transformations

~ such that for every numerical assignment f for jJ with respect to

~ ,~o f is also a numerical assignment for ~ with respect to OC-.

Not all classes T(!Jl ,dG ) satisfy the uniqueness condition. The

example used to show that <p( 07 , ~ ) does not always satisfy the

uniqueness condition also shows that T( tJ7 ,7<.. ) does not always

satisfy the uniqueness condition. In fact, it is often a very dif-

ficult problem in characterizing the formal properties of a procedure

of measurement to establish that the resulting classes T( 67 ,02- )

satisfy the uniqueness condition. Thus, it must be emphasized that

the following theorem has two hypotheses the first by itself is not

sufficient -- not only, for all 07 in K, (1) must a sig-function

F be invariant under all transformations of T( {)7 , 1<- ), but also

(2) T( 07 , ~) must satisfy the uniqueness condition to guarantee

that F is constant on a theory of measurement K relative to ~.

Theorem 3.4 shows that (1) alone is a necessary condition.

The author is indebted to Professors Ernest W. Adams and William
Craig for Definition 3.6 and Theorem 3.3.
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Theorem 3.3. If, for every relational sYstem t9 in a theory of

measurement

T( fJ7 , &2 )

K relative to a numerical relational system ;e,
satisfies the uniqueness>condition and if a sig-function

F is invariant under all the transformations of T( tJ7 , -;;e ), then

F is constant on K

Proof: Let 67 by any relational system in K and let f and
-;;:;

g be any numerical assignments for tJ7 with respect to te Since

T( fJ1 ,7R.- ) satisfies the uniqueness condition there is a transforma

tion cp in T( 07 , de-) such that g = cp 0 f. By hypothesis, F

is invariant under cpo Thus, F(g) = F(cp 0 f) F(f).~.E.D.

Being constant on a theory. of measurement K relative to a
-;;:;

numerical relational system ~ guarantees that a sig-function is

invariant under all transformations of T( (JJ , n ), for all tJ7 in .!f.

Theorem 3.4. If a sig-function F is constant on a theory of

measurement K relative to a numerical relational system OG, then,

for every 07 in K, F is invariant under all the transformations of

T(t57,~).

Proof: Let IJ7 be any member of ~, f a numerical assignment

for 07 with respect to r?-, and cp any transformation in

T( tJ7 , R ). Thus, cp 0 f also is a numerical assignment for. (JJ with

respect to '02- , and, by hypothesis, F(f) = F(cp 0 f). Q.E.D.

It is helpful to relate the classes T( 07 , 7L ), for tJl in some

theory of measurement K relative to '"£ , and the automorphisms of

~ The following theorem states the main relationship.



Theorem 3.5. The class of automorphisms of a numerical relational

system t£ is a subset of all classes T( tTl , ~ ), for all relational

systems (J7 homomorphically embeddable in a:. .

Proof: Let cp be any automorphism of 2l2- Thus, cp is a one-

one function from Re onto Re, that is, it is a transformation.

Furthermore, for all relations R of ~ if R is an n-ary relation

on Re, then for all ordered n-tuples (r, .•• ,r) in Ren R(rl , ..• ,r )Inn

if and only if R(cp(r
l

), ... ,cp(r
n

)). We want to show that if (JJ is

homomorphically embeddable in ze-, then cp E T( (JJ , ~ ). Let f

be any numerical assignment for 67 with respect to ~. Note that

cp 0 f is a function whose domain is the domain of j] and range a sub

set of Re. Let R be any relation in ~ , say that R is an n-ary

relation. Since f homomorphically embeds tI7 in dZ. , for any n-tuple

(aI' .•• ,an ), all of whose components are in the domain of tJ7 , we

have that R(al, ... ,an ) if and only if R(f(al ), ..• ,f(an )), where R

is the m-th component of fJ7 and R is the m-th component of ?fZ. .

Since cp is an automorphism of 0( we have R(f(al ), .•• ,f(an )) if

and only if R(cp(f(a
l

), .•• ,cp(f(a
n

)). Thus, cp 0 f also is a numerical

assignment for 07 with respect to Q(. Q.E.D.

In the case of the psychologist with the method of measuring

intelligence we used the fact that the sig-function HM is invariant

under all (positive) linear transformations to show that ~ is

constant on ~O. This suggests that often we can use information about

a sig~function's invariance under certain classes of-transformations}

namely, those used in characterizing scale-types, in deciding if the
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sig-function is constant on a theory of measurement. The basis for in-

vestigations designed to obtain such information is contained in the

following theorems.

Theorem 3.6. If a sig-function F is invariant under

all

identity
similarity
linear
monotone
one-one

transformations, and if K is a theory of

measurement relative to a numerical relational system ~ such that for

all 61 in B:, if f is a numerical assignment for 07 with respect to

, < Ji , n f> is a(n)

absolute
ratio
interval
ordinal
nominal

scale, then F is

invariant under all transformations in T( tJ7 ,?(. ), for all 07 in K.
;;;

Proof: Let f57 be any member of B:, f any numerical assignment

for !J7 with respect to ce, and cp any transformation in T( m ,7?-).

By definition of T( 67 , ~) cp 0 f is also a numerical assignment

for 67 with respect to ~. Consider case (ii) in which < tn, pC, f >

is a ratio scale and F is invariant under all similarity transformations.

Since < 67 , PC ,f > and < 07 , 7<.- ,cp 0 f > are scales, cp is a

similarity transformation. Hence, F(cp,o f) = F(f). The other cases

are treated similarly. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.7. If K is a theory of measurement relative to a

numerical relational system ~ such that for every 07 and f, if

(J] is in K and f is a numerical assignment for 07 with respect
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scale, and ifto ~ , then < m, 'dG ,f > is a(n)

F is a sig-function invariant under all

then F is constant on K

absolute
ratio
interval
ordinal
nominal

identity
similarity
linear
monotone
one-one

transformations,

Proof: Note that we can not use Theorems 3.6 and 3.3 to prove

immediately Theorem 3.7. We would need to know, in addition, that the

classes T( fJ7 ,?<.-) satisfy the uniqueness condition. We shall give,

instead, a direct proof from the definitions. Let 67 be an arbitrary

member of K and f and g numerical assignments for 07 with respect

to 02 By the definitions of the various scale-types there is an

appropriate transformation ~ such that g = ~ 0 f. Since F is

invariant under all appropriate transformations, F(g) = F(~ 0 f) = F(f).

Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.8. If K is a theory of measurement relative to a

for every numerical assignmentis constant on Kfunction F

numerical relational system 7fL, and if, for every tJ7 in K, if f

and. g are any two numerical assignments for (J7 with respect to Ie

then there is an automorphism of 2'2.. such that g = ~ 0 f, then a sig-

J:!jiff,

f for some (J/ in K with respect to '02- in the domain of F,

F(f) = F(~ 0 f), for every automorphism ~ of 0(.

J:!j
We use Iliff" as an abbreviation of "if and only if ll .
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Proof: (i) Assume F is constant on K. Let ~ be any automor

phism of 'te and f a numerical assignment for tJ7 in K with respect

to 7R- such that f is in the domain of F. By Theorem 3. 5 ~ is in

T( m,?e), and, thus, ~ 0 f' is a numerical assignment for <Jl with

respect to By assumption, then F(f) = F(~ 0 f). Notice that

in (i) we did not use the second hypothesis of the theorem. (ii) Assume

that for every numerical assignmentf for some 07 in K with respect

to tlC, f in the domain of F, F(f) F(~ 0 f), for all automorphsims

~ of 7R.-. Let 157 be any member of K and f and g any two

numerical assignments for (J7 with respect to 02... By the second

hypothesis of the theorem there is an automorphism ~ of ~ such

that g = ~ 0 f. By assumption we have F(f) = F(~ 0 f) = F(g). Q.E.D.

In the next chapter we shall show that various sig-functions are

invariant under certain classes of transformations (class of similarity

transformations, calss of linear transformations, class of monotone

transformations). By Theorem 3.7 it will follow that these sig-functions

are constant on all theories of measurement K relative to a numerical

relational system 1?- such that for any tJ] in !' if f is any

numerical assignment for tJ7 with respect to '2e- , then < 07, 'f(. ,f >

is of an appropriate scale-type (it is a ratio, an interval, or an

ordinal scale). Furthermore, we have argued that there is merit in the

position that determining whether a sig-function is constant on a theory

of measurement is highly relevant to the "meaningfulness problem". The

claim is that there are good reasons to ask if a certain sig-function

is constant on a theory of measurement rather than to set up a formalized



language and ask if a certain formula of that language corresponding

(in some sense) to your informal hypothesis is empirically meaningful

relative to that theory of measurement.

The relationship between Suppes's semantical version of empirical

meaningfulness and the present treatment can best be seen in the follow-

ingtheorem. Empirical meaningfulness in sense B is used as it is

more convenient than senses A and C.

Theorem 3.9. If a is any formula of L
M

, then a is empirically

meaningful in sense B if and only if the corresponding characteristic

sig-function Fa is invariant under all similarity transformations if

and only if a is empirically meaningful in sense D.

Proof: Assume a is empirically meaningful in sense B. Let

f be a function such that ~. = < ~,D(f),f > is a model for LM

and ~ a similarity transformation. We observed previously that in

this case iJ- = < d ,D(f),~ o f > also is a model for r There
g .Gj\f

are two cases, Fa(f) = 1 or Fa(f) = O. For case ( . ) Far -f'\ = 1,,l , ,- I

is empirically meaningful in senseiJ-f • Since a

t-. Thus,
g

is satisfied by

is satisfied by

Fa ( ~ 0 f) = 1. For case (ii),

tl
f

. Hence, using the face that

a is empirically meaningful in sense B, a is not satisfied by

B,

Fa(f) = 0, a is not satisfied by

is invariant underWe conclude thatg ; thus,

all similarity transformations, and thUS, by definition, a is empirically

andunder all similarity transformations. Let

meaningful in sense D. On the other hand, now assume that a is empir

ically meaningful in sense D; hence, by definition, Fa is invariant

f}; f = < (} ,A,f >
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'b-- g = < ;r- ,A,g > be models for LMrelated by a similarity

transformation cp (Le., g = cp 0 f). We now need to know that f

and g are numerical assignments and, thus, in the do~in of Fa.

This seems a natural assumption although this is not explicit in
r

Suppes's formulation in his article in Measurement: Definitions and

Theories. 12/ Again we proceed by considering two cases. (i) a is

case (ii) , a is not satisfied by b-f · Thus,

Fa(f) = 0, and a is not satisfied by .~ Weg

satisfied by f9- f;

Fa(g) = Fa(cp 0 f)

thus, Fa(f) = 1. Hence, by hypothesis,

Fa(f) = 1, and a is satisfied by -h-g In

Fa(g) Fa(cp 0 f) =

conclude that a

is satisfied by a model for L
M

if and only if it is satisfied by

every model for LM related to it by a similarity transformation.

In order to extend the biconditionals in Theorem 3.9 to Fa

being constant on an appropriate theory of measurement we need to

make further assumptions not explicit in Suppes's treatment.

The results we have obtained show that it is possible to treat

empirical meaningfulness via sig-functions in a set-theoretic framework

instead of via formulas in a semantic framework. There are two

12/
If < "t",A,!!!: > is a model for ~, Suppes says that "the function
m is meant to be a possible numerical function used to represent
experimental results,tI in "Measurement, Empirical Meaningfulness,
and Three-Valued Logic" in Measurement: Definitions and Theories,
edited by C. West Churchman and Philburn Ratoosh, New York:. John
Wiley, 1959, page 136. Suppes and Zinnes, op. cit., pages 110-111,
comes closer to saying m must be a numerical assignment in the
technical sense, but the-treatment there is informal.
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advantages to the former approach. In the semantic approach it is

necessary to specify explicitly what language one is talking about

and, where necessary, to set up a formalized language. While this

is theoretically possible it is tedious and there are many complex

problems that must be avoided. All this linguistic difficulty is

avoided by the set-theoretic approach. ~ It is also possible to

avoid certain conceptual confusions by using the set-theoretic approach;

for example in discussing transformations from the semantic point of

view one can easily confuse a transformation of the real numbers, a

set-theoretic notion, with the transformation of a linguistic expression

by replacing parts by other symbols (in particular, by replacing names

of functions by names of other functions).

~
Of course, it might be necessary or desirable to formalize the under-
lying set theory; however, the semantic approach also makes use of
set-theoretic notions, and, thus, the formalization necessary for
formalizing set theory sufficient for the set-theoretic approach
would be simpler than that necessary for the semantic approach.
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CHAPrER IV

INVARIANT STATISTICS

In this chapter we use the concepts and results developed in the

last chapter to elucidate Stevens's work on "invariant statistics".

Stevens distinguishes between "invariance of numerical value" (or

numerical invariance) and "invariance of reference ll (or item invariance)oY

A typical case of the first kind is coefficient of variation. If V is

the coefficient of variation of a numerical assignment f, then V is

als.o the coefficient of variation for any numerical assignment related

to f by a similarity transformation. In this case the numerical value

remains constant. A typical case of invariance of reference is the mean.

The mean of a numerical assignment is not invariant under any linear

transformation (except the identity transformation). When Stevens lists

the mean as invariant he means it is invariant in the sense that if the

value of a numerical assignment f for an object a is the numerical

mean of f, then the value of a for any numerical assignment related

to f by a linear transformation is the same as the numerical mean of

that assignment. 31

S. S. Stevens, "Measurement, PSychophysics, and Utility," in
Measurement: Definitions and Theories, edited by C. West Churchman
and Philburn Ratoosh, New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1959, page 28.

Ibid., and in the initial statement of his theory, where he made no
explicit distinction between the two kinds of invariance, "On the
Theory of Scales of Measurement," Science, volume 103 (1946), pages
677-680, reprinted in Philosophy of Science, readings edited by
Arthur Danto and Sidney Morgenbesser, New York: Meridian Books,
1960, see especially page 144.
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While the numerical value 6f the mean is not invariant under any

non-identity linear transformation it transforms in a simple way. By

considering the way it transforms we are led to results concerning con-

ditions under which certain "statistics" are item invariant (reference

invariant'). As a first step we single out two sig-functions associated

with the "mean statistic". The first, which we call "M" , is a

numerical sig-function and assigns to a numerical sig-function with

finite domain its mean. (In order to avoid certain complexities not

germane to our study we shall restrict M to finite numerical assign-

ments.) Thus, if the domain of f is finite,

M(f) I
= ""K('""D"i-(f""')") I f(x).

x€D(f)

The other sig-function, M, is what might be called "a reference sig-

function'; it assigns to a finite numerical assignment f the set of

all those Objects x such that f(x) = M(f); that is, all objects

whose value under f is the same as the mean of f. We are now able

to give a clearer statement of the general results we shall obtain.

This distinction between the numerical sig-function M and the reference

sig-function M associated with a statistic has a more general applica-

tion than just to the mean. We shall state conditions such that if a

numerical sig-function satisfies these conditions, then the associated

reference sig-function is invariant under certain transformations.

Consider a class A = (a,b,c,d,e) and a numerical assignment f'

for some relational system tJ7 whose domain is the set A relative to

some numerical relational system oe.



f' (a) ~ 3 fl(b) ~ 5 f' (c) 7

f' (d) ~ II f' (e) ~ 14 .

The mean of f' is 8. Now, let * be the linear transformation such

that *(x) ~ 3x + 3, for all real numbers x. Thus,

*(f ' (a)) ~ 12

The mean of * 0 fl is 27 ~ *(8). In general, if ~ is any linear

transformation and f is any numerical assignment, then the mean of

~ 0 f is the value of ~ for the mean of f. Note that by Theorem

3.1 * 0 fl is a numerical assignment, although it might not be one

for iJ7 with respect to ce..
We shall say that the sig-function M is covariant under all

linear transformations in view of the fact that M(~ 0 f) ~ ~(M(f)),

for all numerical assignments f in the domain of M and all linear

transformations ~. 11 Given this notion of coyaTiance we shall show

that if a numerical sig-function is covariant under a transformation

~, then the associated reference sig-function is invariant under ~.

Thus, since M is covariant under all linear transformations, M is

invariant under all linear transformations.

In view of these remarks we turn now to the task of providing

general definitions of these concepts.

The word "covariance" is used both
analysis, but in different ways.
from its use in statistics, but is
analysis.
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Definition 4.1. A numerical sig-function F is covariant under

a transformation ~

domain of F

iff ':::/ for every numerical assignment f in the

F(~ 0 f) ~(F(f)) ))

Definition 4.2. If F is a numerical sig-function, then F is

the sig-function whose domain is that of F and such that for any

numerical sig-function in its domain F(f) is the set of all objects

x such that f(x) ~ F(f).

We now state and prove the theorem discussed above in terms of

reference sig-functions -- we now use the bar operation.

Theorem 4.1. If F is any numerical sig-function and ~ is any

transformation, then if F is covariant under ~, then F is invariant

under ~.

Proof: The following biconditionals hold for an arbitrary x:

x is in F(f) iff f(x) ~ F(f) iff, ~(f(x)) ~ ~(F(f)) iff,

~ 0 f(x) ~ F(~ 0 f) (since F is covariant under ~) iff x is in

F(~of). Thus, F(f) ~ F(~ 0 f) , for all numerical assignments f

in the domain of F and all transformations ~. Q.E.D.

We use "iff" as an abbreviation for "if and only if".

Covariance could be defined on sig-functions that do not take real
.numbers as values, but ordered n-tuples of real numbers. In such
a case we would also use the extended use of "transformation" such
that, for example, if < x,y,z > is an ordered triple of real
numbers, then ~« x,y,z > ) ~ < ~(x),~(y),~(z) >. Thus, in the
generalized version of covariance, if F(f) is the ordered triple
< 5,7,8 > and F is covariant under the linear transformation ~,

then F(~ 0 f) ~ ~(F(f)) ~ ~« 5,7,8 » ~ < ~(5), ~(7), ~(8» ~ < 18,
24,27> .



According to this theorem, .for example, if we show that M is

covariant under all linear transformations, then it follows that M

is invariant under all linear transformations. If F(f) is non-empty,

then given that F is invariant under ~ it follows that F is

covariant under ~. Let x be some member of F(f), for some numerical

assignment f such that F(f) is non-empty; thus, f(x) = F(f). Since

F is invariant under ~, x is also a member of F(~ 0 f); that is,

~(F(f)) = ~(f(x)) = F(~ 0 f), and, hence, F is covariant under ~.

It is not always the case, however, that there is some element in the

domain of a numerical assignment that is mapped into the mean of the

assignment, or, in general, into the value of F for the assignment.

Theorem 4.1 still holds, of course; the value of F for such an

assignment is the empty set, Even in such cases if the value of F

for an assignment f lies between the values of f for objects a

and b (f(a) < F(f) < feb)), the value of F for the assignment

~ 0 f, where ~ is at least a monotone increasing transformation

such that F is covariant under ~, lies between ~(f(a)) and

~(f(b)). This result is stated in the following theorem:

Theorem 4.2. For any monotone increasing transformation ~,

numerical sig-function F, and numerical assignment f, if a and

b are any objects such that f(a) < F(f) < feb), then if F is covariant

under ~, then ~ 0 f(a) < F(~ 0 f) < ~ 0 f(b).

Proof: Since ~ is a monotone increasing transformation,

~(f(a)) < ~(F(f)) < ~(f(b)). As F is covariant under ~,

~(F(f)) = F(~ 0 f). Q.E.D.
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Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 can be extended to the case in which given a

numerical sig-function F we have the sig-function F such that for

any numerical assignment f in the domain of F, F(f) is the set of

all objects x such that f(x) < F(f).

Definition 4.3. If F is a numerical sig-function, then F is

the sig-function whose domain is that of F and such that for any f

in its domain F(f) is the set of all objects x such that

f(x) < F(f).

Theorem 4.3. For any monotone increasing transformation ~ and

numerical sig-function F, if F is covariant under ~, then F is

invariant under ~'

Proof: An object x is in F(~ 0 f) iff ~(f(x)) < F(~ 0 f);

since F is covariant under ~, this holds iff ~(f(x)) < ~(F(f)).

Since ~ is a one-one monotone increasing function ~(f(x)) < ~(F(f))

iff f(x) < F(f), that is, iff x is in F(f). Thus, F(f) = F(~ 0 f),

for all numerical assignments f. Q.E.D.

We turn now to prove the result that the mean function is covariant

under all linear transformations. However, we shall limit ourselves to

the case in which the numerical assignments have finite domains. The

object of this treatment is to sketch how "statistics" (in Stevens's

sense) such as the mean when applied to measurements can be treated in

our set-theoretical framework. We, thus, shall avoid stating conditions

under which the mean of an infinite numerical assignment exists. Again

we use the notation "K(A)" to denote the cardinality of A.



Definition 4.4. M is the numerical sig~function with domain the

set of all numerical assignments with finite domain such that for every

finite numerical assignment f:

x, and f a numerical assignment with finite domain.

linear transformation such that ~(x) ~ kx + j , for all real numbers

Let k be a positive real number, j any real, ~ the

M(f) ~ K(D(f)) l: f(x).
xED(f)

M is covariant under all linear transformations.

Proof:

Theorem 4.4.

M(~ 0 f) ~ I ~(f(x))
XED(~ 0 f)

K(D(~ 0 f))

~ l: kf(x) + j
xED(~ 0 f)

K(D(~ 0 f))

By definition of functional composition D(~ 0 f) ~ D(f). Using an

elementary result on summation we obtain:

~ k •

2: f(x)
xED(f)

K(D(f) )
+ j kM(f) + j ~(M(f)). Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.5. M is invariant under all linear transformations.

Proof: Theorems 4.1 and 4.4.

Perhaps it would be beneficial to recapitulate the relevance of

Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 to the question of empirical meaningfulness. Let

us suppose that there is a process of measurement for which the represen-

tation problem has been solved such that ~o is the theory of measurement

(relative to a numerical relational system at ) associated with the
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process. Furthermore, let us assume that for every tn E ~O' 07 is

finite and if f and g are numerical assignments for 67 with respect

to ~, then there is a linear transformation cp such that g = cp 0 f.

By Theorem 4.5 M is invariant under all linear transformations; this,

together with our assumptions, is sufficient to guarantee, using Theorem

3.7, that M is constant on ~O. Thus, if 07 is any member of ~O

we can speak of an object a standing at the mean of the domain of CJ7

since given any numerical assignments f and g for 07 with respect

to "£ f(a) = M(f) iff g(a) = M(g).

Operations on numerical sig-functions other than the bar and wavy-

line operations could be defined, but the bar operation was introduced

in order to explicate Stevens's assertion that the mean is invariant

under a linear transformation. This has led to more general results.

The same thing is true by considering his assertion that standard devia-

tion is invariant under a linear transformation. If 0 is the numerical

sig-function assigning to a numerical assignment its standard deviation,

as defined in standard ways, then we might expect, from Stevens's remark,

This is not the case, however.

o(f) = o(cp 0 f), for all numerical assignments

formation. §j

f, cp a linear trans-

For example, consider

There are two definitions of standard deviation in the statistical
literature. We shall use

a(f) I (f(x) - M(f))2
XED(f)

K(D(f))

where the domain of f is finite. The other customary definition,
for the finite case, has "K(D(f))-I" in the denominator.
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A, f', and * again. o(f') ~ 4, but 0(* 0 f') ~ 12. We note that

0(* 0 f') ~ *(o(f')), and so a is not covariant under the linear

transformation *. This, in it~elf, does not preclude the possibility

that 0 is invariant under *. However, note that o(f') is empty,

but a is a member of 0(* 0 f'). Apparently, what Stevens means when

he says that standard deviation is invariant under any linear transfor-

mation is that the set of all objects x whose values under a numerical

assignment f differ from the mean of f by less than the standard

deviation of f remains constant under any linear transformation. This

leads us to introduce another operation on numerical sig-functions. In

the general case the definition is as follows:

Definition 4.5. If F is a numerical sig-function, then F# is

the sig-function whose domain is that of all numerical assignments with

finite domain also in the domain of F such that for any f in its

domain F#(f) is the set of all objects x such that If(x)-M(f) I < F(f).

Actually, this could be generalized to the case in which any real number

is used instead of the mean.

Similarly, consider the variance Of a distribution. Let V be

the sig-functiondefined on all finite numerical assignments such that

in its domain.V(f) ~ O(f)2, for all

V(* 0 f') ~ 144. Thus,

f

V

We obtain:

is neither invariant under

V(f') ~ 16

* nor

am

covariant under *. However, if the square of the difference between

f(x) and the mean of f is less than the variance of f, then the

square of the difference between ~ 0 f(x) and the mean of ~ 0 f is

less than the variance of ~ 0 f, for all linear transformations ~.
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Thus, we have a case analogous to the mean and standard deviation.

First, we introduce a sig-function which maps a finite numerical assign-

ment f into the class of all objects x such that the square of the

difference between f(x) and the mean of f is less than the variance

of f. In the general case we introduce an operation on numerical sig

functions.

Definition 4.6. If F is a numerical sig-function, then F§ is

the sig-function whose domain consists of all numerical assignments

with finite domain in the domain of F such that for any f in its

domain F§(f) is the set of all objects x such that (f(x)_M(f))2 < F(f).

Now, in the case of the mean we have shown that if M is covariant

under all linear transformations, then M is invariant under all linear

transformations (we have shown more since we have made certain generaliza

tions). What we should like to do is to find two conditions (call them

"A" and II Ell ) such that if a satisfies condition A', then CJ # is

invariant under all linear transformations, and if V satisfies condi

tion B, then V§ is invariant under all linear transformations. The

author found such a condition for the case of standard deviation, and

Professor Ernest W. Adams generalized it in such a way that not only is

variance thereby treated, but so are many other" statistics"; more

important, being covariant and invariant are special cases of this

general condition.

Definition 4.7. A numerical sig-function F is multivariant

under the transformation ~ with respect to the transformation ~

iff for all numerical assignments f in the domain of F:
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F(~ 0 f) ~ ~(F(f)) - ~ 0 F(f) •

Immediate consequences of the definition are: A numerical sig-

function F is invariant under ~ iff F is multivariant under ~

with respect to the identity transformation, and F is covariant under

~ iff F is multivariant under ~ with respect to ~.

We now need a way of generating transformations ~ (~) from linear

transformations ~ such that if standard deviation is multivariant

under all linear transformations ~ with respect to ~(~), then IT #

is invariant under all linear transformations. Similarly for variance.

Definition 4.8. If ~ is a linear transformation such that for

some positive real number k and some real number j, ~(x) ~ kx + j,

for all real numbers x, then ~o is the similarity transformation

such that ~O(x) ~ kx, for all real numbers x.

Dennition 4.9. If ~ is a linear transformation such that for

some positive real number k and some real number j, ~(x) ~ kx + j,

for all real numbers x, then ~oo is the similarity transformation

such that
2

~ k x , for all real numbers x.

We now prove a general result connecting multivariance with. respect

to the "degree ll operations and invariance.

Theorem 4.6. If F is multivariant under a linear transformation

~ with respect to ~o , then F# is invariant under ~.



Proof: Let f be a numerical assignment in the domain of F#,

z an object in its domain, k > 0 and j real numbers such that

~(x) = kx + j, for all real numbers x. Since f is in the domain

of F#, f is also in the domain of F and M. Since f is finite,

~ 0 f also is finite and, thus, in the domain of M; ~ 0 f also is

in the domain of F as F is multivariant under ~ with respect to

~o; from this it follows that ~ 0 f is in the domain of F#. z is

in F#(~ 0 f) iff I~(f(z)) - M(~ 0 f) I < F(~ 0 f); since F is multi-

variant under ~ with respect to ~o the right side holds iff

I~(f(z)) - M(~ 0 f)1 < ~O(F(f)). By Theorem 4.4 this holds iff

I~(f(z)) - ~(M(f))1 < ~O(F(f)); that is, if I(kf(z) + j) - (kM(f) + j)[ <

kF(f) iff !k(f(z) - M(f))1 < kF(f). Since k> 0 this holds iff

k I (f(z) - M(f) I < kF(f) iff If(z) M(f) I < F(f) iff z is in

F#(f). Thus, F#(f) = F#(~ 0 f). Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.7. If F is multivariant under a linear transformation

~ with respect to 00

~ , then F§ is invariant under ~.

Proof: Let f be a numerical assignment in the domain of F§ ,

z an object in its domain, k > 0 and j real numbers such that

~(x) = kx + j , for all real numbers x. Since f is in the domain

of F§, f is also in the domain of F and M. Since f is finite

~ 0 f also is finite and, thus, in the domain of M; ~ 0 f also is

in the domain of F as F is multivariant under ~ with respect to

~oo; from this it follows that ~ 0 f is in the domain of F§. z is

2
in F§(~ 0 f) iff (~(f(z)) - M(~ 0 f)) < F(~ 0 f); since F is
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multivariant under ~ with respect to ~oo the right side holds iff

(~(f(z)) - M(~ 0 f))2 < ~OO(F(f)). By Theorem 4.4 this holds iff

(~(f(z)) - ~(M(f)))2 < ~OO(F(f)); that is, iff ((kf(z) + j) 

(kM(f) + j))2 < k2F(f) iff (k(f(z) _ M(f))2 < k2F(f) iff

k2(f(Z) _ M(f))2 < k
2
F(f). Since k> 0, k2 > 0, and we have that

z is in F§(~ 0 f) iff (f(z) - M(f))2 < F(f) iff z is in F§(f).

Q.E.D.

Before applying Theorem 4.6 to the case of the standard deviation

sig-function cr we state and prove a theorem showing a relationship

between multivariance under a linear transformation ~ with respect

to ~o and covariance.

Theorem 4.8. If, for every linear transformation ~, a numerical

sig-function F is multivariant under ~ with respect to o
~ , then

F is covariant under all similarity transformations.

Proof: Let * be a similarity transformation and f a numerical

assignment in the domain of F. *, when, also is a linear transforma-

Q.E.D.

We shall now apply our results to the standard deviation sig-function

cr. For convenience we limit ourselves to numerical assignments with

finite domains. For the sake of completeness we insert here a formal

definition of the sig-function cr.



Definition 4.10. 11 a is the numerical sig-function with domain

the set of all numerical assignments with finite domains such that for

any finite numerical assignment f:

a(f) 2: (f(x) - M(f))2
xED(f)

K(D(f))

Theorem 4.9. For all linear transformations ~, a is multivariant

under ~ with respect to ocp .

Proof: Let k be a positive real number, j any real number,

cp the linear transformation such that cp(x) = kx + j, for all real

numbers x, and f a numerical assignment with finite domain.

(1) a(cp 0 f)
2I (cp(f(x)) - M(cp 0 f))

xED(cp 0 f)

K(D(cp 0 f))

By Theorem 4.4 we have:

(~(f(x)) - M(cp 0 f))2
2

(cp(f(x)) - cp(M(f)))

Using the definition of cp and various numerical results we have;

2
= [(kf(x) + j) - (kM(f) + j)]

(k(f(x) _ M(f))2 = k2 (f(x) _ M(f))2

11
See footnote 6, page 60.
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Replacing this value in (1) we .obtain:

IT(~ 0 f) = L k2 (f(x) _ M(f))2
xED(f)

K(D(f) )

Using a theorem concerning summation and one on square roots we have:

= k I (f(x) - M(f))2
xED (f)

K(D(f))

= k IT (f) = ~O(a(f)). Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.10. a is covariant under all similarity transformations.

Proof: Theorems 4.8 and 4.9.

Theorem 4.11. a# is invariant under all linear transformations.

Proof: Theorems 4.6 and 4.9.

Theorem 4.11, then, states that the class of all objects whose

value under a numerical assignment differ from the mean by less than

the standard deviation is invariant under all linear transformations.

To put it another way: differing from the mean by less than the

standard deviation is independent of any particular numerical assign-

ment for a relational system 67 with respect to a numerical relational

system 'i.e , provided < 07 , ?R.- ,f > . is an interval scale for any

numerical assignment f for d7 with respect to ~.
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Similar results are obtained for variance.

Definition 4.11. V is the numerical sig-function with domain

the set of all numerical assignments with finite domain such that for

any finite numerical assignment f:

1 2: (f(x) - M(f))2
xED(f)

Theorem 4.12. For all linear transformations ~, V is multi-

variant under ~ with respect to ~oo

Proof: Let k be a positive real number, j any real number,

~ the linear transformation such that ~(x) ~ kx + j, for all real

numbers x, and f a numerical assignment with finite domain. We

obtain:

V(~ 0 f) ~ (cr(~ 0 f))2 j by Theorem 4.9 we have:

~ (~O(cr(f)))2 (k a (f))2 ~ k2d(f)2

Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.13. V§ is invariant under all linear transformations.

Proof: Theorems 4.7 and 4.12.

Thus, the class of all objects such that the square of the dif-

ference between the value of the object under a numerical assignment

and the mean of the numerical assignment is less than the variance of

the numerical assignment is invariant under all linear transformations.
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It is possible to extend this treatment to other results previously

stated less formally by Stevens. The results listed under the headings

"measures of location" and "dispersion" in Table 2 reproduced on page

17 from a recent publication by Stevens §I can be handled in the manner

outlined above. The results listed under "association or correlation"

can not be dealt with by using sig-functions. The author has obtained

results for some of the "statistics" listed in this category by intro-

ducing correlation functions; these are functions defined on ordered

pairs of numerical assignments where the domains of the two assignments

are the same. An analogue of invariance for correlation functions is

defined in the following way: A correlation function C is invariant

under the pair of transformations ~ and ~ iff C(~ 0 f,~ 0 g) =

C(f,g), for all pairs of numerical assignments < f,g > in the domain

of C. An example of the results obtained is showing formally that the

Pearson product-moment correlation function is invariant under all pairs

of linear transformations. The results are not sufficiently complete

to present here, nor are they sufficiently germane to justify more

than these abbreviated remarks.

S.S. Stevens, "Measurement, Psychophysics, and Utility," in
Measurement: Definitions and Theories, edited by C. West Churchman
and Philburn Ratoosh, New York: John Wiley, 1959, pages 18-63.
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CHAPTER V

THE MEANINGFULNESS OF OPERAT10NS

In the definition of constant on a theory of measurement K rela-

tive to a numerical relational system ~ no reference is made to the

relations and operations of ?f2 or to the relations and operations of

the members of K. On the other hand, Weitzenhoffer does make a restric-

tion concerning these relations and operations.

We can, if we desire, use the number system as representa
tion for measurements on ordinal and additive scales, provided
one restricts one's self to using only the relations of "greater
than", "lesser [sic] than", "equal to", and the operation of
"addition." [footnote: Of course, in the case of ordinal scales
one must also exclude addition.] To subtract measurements from
one another at this stage is not allowable, and even less to multi
ply measurements together -- simply because these concepts have
not been defined for measurements, although they are well defined
for numbers. Y

It might be noted that this is not a semantic discussion of what sentences

are empirically meaningful, but a discussion of what relations and opera-

tions on measurements are allowable. It is not clear in what sense they

are or are not allowable. Part of his criteria for allowability seems

to be that if 0 is a binary operation on the set Re of real numbers,

then, ,given a numerical assignment f for a relational system 07 with

respect to a numerical relational system ~, 0 is allowable for

< m , 02-, f > iff 0 is one of the operations of !R.. (or definable,

A.M. Weitzenhoffer, "Mathematical Structures and Psychological
Measurements," Psychometrika, volume 16 (1951), page 395, italics
not in the original.
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in some unspecified way, in terms of the operations of 02-). This

criterion is inadequate, if interpreted in this way alternative in-

terpretations are even less clear. Clearly, it is very restrictive,

although how restrictive depends on what meaning is assigned to "defined

for measurements". On the other hand, it is not restrictive enough.

Let F be the sig-function such that F(f) is the set of all pairs

<a,b> such that f(a) + feb) ~ 1· (this is but a single example, any

number could be used but we choose I for illustration). F would

seem to satisfy Weitzenhoffer's criteria for allowability for ~' the

set of extensive systems (that is, the set of all relational systems

(J] homomorphically embeddable in 02.e ~ < He, :s,+», because addition

is a component of (2 . However, it is not constant on
~ ' and,e

correspondingly, the fOl'Il).ula "m(a) + m(b) ~ 1" is not empirically

meaningful in ~'

We should not lose sight of a significant point, however. Is it

possible to give any sense to "the operation of addition as applied to

measurements makes sense (is allowable) only when those measurements

are on a ratio scale?" Weitzenhoffer comes close to saying something

like this; Stevens also comes close, and is interpretated by many to

have said so. We reject Weitzenhoffer's criteria for allowability, and

turn now, using concepts introduced previously in this thesis, to attempt

to clarify this problem.

We note, first, that the operation of addition is not a sig-function.

However, consider the sig-function F+ whose domain is the set of all

numerical assignments and whose value for any assignment f is the set



of all ordered triples <a,b,c> such that f(a) + f(b) = f(c). We

proceed first by showing, in a fashion similar to that used in Chapter

IV, that F+ is invariant under all similarity transformations. Let

k be any positive real number and ~ the similarity transformation

such that ~(x) = kx, for all real numbers x. < a,b,c > is a member

of F+(f) iff f(a) + f(b) + f(c) iff k(f(a) + f(b)) = kf(c) iff

kf(a) + kf(b) = kf(c) iff ~(f(a)) + ~(f(b)) = ~(f(c)) iff < a,b,c >

belongs to F+(~ 0 f) .. Thus, F+ is invariant under all similarity

transformations.

F+ is not invariant under any linear transformation not also a

similarity transformation (unless F+(f) is empty, and then there is

at least one linear transformation 0/ such that F+(f) +F+(o/ 0 f)).

Let < a,b,c > be a member of F+(f), k a positive real number, j

a non-zero real number, and ~' the linear transformation such that

~' (x) = kx + j, for all real numbers x. ~' (c) = kc + j = k(a+b) + j

ka + kb + j + (ka + j) + (kb + j) = ~'(a) + ~'(b); hence, <a,b,c>

is not a member of F+(~I 0 f). If F+(f) is empty, then let a be

any element in the domain of f and ~" the linear transformation such

that ~"(x) x - f(a), for all real numbers x. We now have:

~"(f(a)) = 0, and, thus, ~"(f(a)) = ~"(f(a)) + ~"(f(a)); from which

it follows that < a,a,a > is a member of F+(~" 0 f), and

In Chapter III the concept of constant on a theory of measurement

was introduced to Clarify "empirically meaningful". From Theorem 3.7

and the result just obtained we infer that F+ is constant on any theory

of measurement K relative to a numerical relational system ~ satisfying
;::;
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the condition that for every (J/ in lS, if f is a numerical assign

ment for 07 with respect to ?f.. , then < 67 , 2t ,f > is a ratio

scale. T his means, it will be remembered, that for such a theory of

measurement lS, if D1 is any member of lS, and if f and g are
~

any numerical assignments for (J) with respect to ~ then F)f)

We do not believe this is necessary, but

F+(g). That is, if < a,b,c > E F+(f), for a particular numerical

assignment f for (J7 with respect to 12-, then < a, b, c > belongs

to F+(f), for ~ numerical assignments f foX' tY7 with respect to

~ We suggest that showing F+ to be constant on any ratio

measurement (to abbreviate the more complete statement) is a solution

of the "allowability" problem for the operation of addition. Perhaps

it would be, advisable to introduce a notion, allowable relative to K,

such that a numerical operation a is allowable relative to K iff

Fa is constant on K

shall turn to generalizing some of these ideas.

It is possible to generalize F+ not only to all numerical opera-

tions, but even to all numerical relations.

Definition 5.1. If Q is an n-ary relation on Re, then

is the sig-function whose domain is the set of all numerical assign-

ments and whose value for any assignment f is the set of all ordered

Since showing F
Q

to be invariant under certain transformations

is relavant to the question of the "meaningfulness or allowability of

Q"
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Theorem 5 .1. If Q is any n-ary relation on Re, then is

invariant under ~ iff for every ordered n-tuple v of real numbers

Thus, given any ordered

and thus is a numerical~,
e

70 in
'-Z.e

FQ(I) = FQ(~ 0 I).

Proof: Assume FQ is invariant under ~. The identity function

I homomorphically embeds

assignment. By assumption

n-tuple v of real numbers < v
l
,v2 ' ... ,v

n
> E Q iff < I(vl ),I(v2 ), .•• ,

I(vn ) > E Q iff v E FQ(I) iff

~(I(v2))'" .,~(I(Vn)) > E Q iff

V E FQ(~ 0 I) iff < ~(I(vl))'

< ~(vl),~(v2), •.. ,~(vn) > E Q. Assume,

now, that for all ordered n-tuples v of real numbers < vl ,v2' ... ,vri> E Q

ment and t any ordered n-tuple of elements in the domain of f.

< t l ,t2, ... ,tn > E FQ(f) iff < f(t
l
),f(t2 ), ..• ,f(t

n
) > E Q iff (by

hypothesis) < ~(f(tl)),~(f(t2))' ••• ,~(f(tn)) > E Q iff < t l ,t2 ,···,

t n > E FQ(~ 0 f). Thus, F
Q

is invariant'under~. Q.E.D.

A very important fact is brought out by Theorem 5.l gj From this

theorem we see that solutions to particular problems of the meaningfulness

of numerical relations can be reached by solving numerical problems that

do not themselves concern measurement. That is, for any n-ary relation

Q on Re we must determine if, for every ordered n-tuple v of

real numbers, < vl ,v2' ... ,vn > E Q iff ~(vl),~(v2),... ,~(vn) > E Q,

for all appropriate ~ (appropriate relative to the given theory of

measurement). Y

g; This point was made by Professor William Craig in criticizing an
earlier draft of this chapter. The work presented in this Chapter
owes much to the suggestions of Professor Craig.

Y It should be noted that some questions closely connected with the
meaningfulness of operations and with the way we have treated it have
not been dealt with here. The present chapter serves as a prolegomena
to further work on these questions.
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CRAPrER VI

SUMMARY

In this thesis we have attempted to clarify two notions which we

believe to be closely related. On the one hand, we have treated the

work of S. S. Stevens concerning "invariant statistics". On the other

hand, we have considered the notion of empirical meaningfulness as

applied to measurement statements. We can meaningfully speak of the

mass of an object A being three times greater than the mass of object

B, but we can not meaningfully speak of the temperature of A being

three times greater than the temperature of B. It is meaningfulness

in this sense, as applied to statements containing no reference to

units, that has been our concern. It is natural to treat this as a

semantic problem, and Chapter II summarizes an explication using

metamathematical methods developed by Patrick Suppes. However, sub

stantial difficulties arise in this semantical treatment. In an attempt

to bypass these difficulties a set-theoretical, rather than a semantical,

explication is given in Chapter III.

Using notions from Tarski's model theory and Scott and Suppes's work

in the foundations of measurement we have introduced several new notions

in giving a set-theoretical explication of empirical meaningfulness. A

sig-function is a function defined on numerical assignments. If K is a

theory of measurement relative to a numerical relational system ~, then

a sig-function F is said to be constant on K if and only if for every
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relational system 07 in K if f and g are any numerical assign-

ments for tJi with respect to ~ , then F(f) = F(g). We have argued

that showing a sig-function to be constant on a theory of measurement

is a particular solution of the meaningfulness problem. Thus, instead

of asking if formulas in a formalized language are empirically meaning-

ful or not the set-theoretical approach advocated here suggests one

determine those sig-functions that are constant on given theory of

measurement.

Given a relational system (j1 and a numerical relational system

?fZ T( iJ7 , ?f!-,) is the class of all transformations cp such

that if f is any numerical assignment for (fJ with respect to a2. ,

then cp 0 f also is a numerical assignment for 67 with respect to

i?2 We say that a class T( m ,?£ ) of transformations satisfies

the uniqueness condition if and only if f and g are any numerical

assignments for 07 with respect to Zl2 , then there is a transformation

cp of T( (J7 ,7fL) such that g = cp 0 f. Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 state

sufficient and necessary conditions for a sig-function to be constant on

E ' a theory of measurement relative to a numerical relational system

£ (1) If (J7 is any member of E, then F is invariant under

all transformations of T( ()] , 7£ ); (2) if (JJ is any member of K,

then T( iJ7 , ~) satisfies the uniqueness condition. (1) and (2),

together, are a sufficient condition~ (1) alone is a necessary condition.

Theorem 3.7 serves as a basis for connecting the traditional

(since Stevens) classification of scales to the explication of meaning-

fulness offered here. According to this theorem if K is, for example,
'"
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a .ratio measurement theory, and if F is a sig-function invariant under

all similarity transformations, then F is constant on K.

According to the semantical explication empirical meaningfulness is

ascribed to formulas of a particular formalized language. The formalized

language used by Suppes, LM, is one designed to discuss mass measure

ment, a ratio scale. By considering certain characteristic functions

we have shown that for every formula of ~ there is a sig-function

corresponding to it. Furthermore, a formula of L
M

is empirically

meaningful if and only if the sig-function ocrresponding to it is

invariant under all similarity transformations. Thus, it is possible

to treat the sig-function instead of the formula, and, since the set

theoretical treatment avoids the difficulties of the semantic approach,

it is preferable to do so.

Using this set-theoretical approach we have attempted to clarify

the results obtained by S. S. Stevens concerning "permissible statistics".

In providing this clarification two new concepts, covariance and multi

variance, are introduced. A numerical sig-function F (i.e., one taking

numbers as values) is covariant under a transformation cp if and only

if F(cp 0 f ) ~ cp(F(f)) ~ cp 0 F(f), for all numerical assignments f

in its'domain. Multivariance is a generalization of covariance; a

numerical sig-function F is multivariant under a transformation cp

with respect to a transformation ~ if and only if F(cp 0 f) ~ ~(F(f))

~ 0 F(f)), for all numerical assignments f in its domain. Thus, a sig

function F is covariant under a transformation cp if and only if it

is multivariant under cp with respect to cpo In Chapter IV several
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results are established relating covariance, multivariance and Stevens's

invariance of numerical value and invariance of reference. We have also

formally proved the results stated by Stevens in an informal way.

In Chapter V we have attempted to explicate the concept of ~-

ingful or allowable numerical relation ~ applied to measurements. For

this purpose we have introduced a class of sig-functions as follows:

Q is an n-ary numerical relation, then F
Q

is the sig-function

whose value for any numerical assignment f is the set of ordered n-

tuples v such that < f(v
l
),f(v2),.",f(vn ) > E Q. We have shown

(Theorem 5.1) that F
Q

is invariant under a transformation ~ if and

only if < vl ,v2",.,vri> E Q if and only if < ~(vl),~(v2)' .,.,~(vn) > •

E Q, for every ordered n-tuple v of real numbers. By means of this

theorem we link up the study of the meaningfulness of numerical rela-

tions to the more general question of empirical meaningfulness. We

also see from this theorem that the question of the meaningfulness of

numerical relations are applied to measurements is essentially a numeri-

cal problem and solutions to particular meaningfulness (of numerical

relations) questions do not involve measurement.
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